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Rationale.- Reading has been for many years and still
is, perhaps the topic most frequently discussed by teachers,
%
supervisors, and specialists. The development of effective read¬
ing programs has probably been studied more often by educational
research workers than any other area. In spite of this emphasis,
students of the field do not yet seem to have all the answers
because they go on searching for the "magic formula" that will
solve all reading problems for all children.
Reading was individually taught when children were tu¬
tored at home before formal schools were established. The read¬
ing material was limited in that era, and many children learned
to read from the Bible, In the early part of the twentieth
century, Frederick Burke, president of San Francisco Normal
Schools, established a program of individualized teaching in all
subject fields. Some phases of this program were carried on in
elementary schools over a period of thirty to forty years. Wash-
burne worked with Burke in the early years and carried some as¬
pects of the program with him in his administrative work at Win-
netka, where he used both group and individualized reading. The




Since the early 1920*s, many studies have been made to
determine the quality of performance by individuals and by groups.
These studies have dealt with groups formed in different ways;
from the just assembled group at one end of the continuum to the
well established group — traditional group — at the other end.
The traditional group is here thought of as an organized group
with some mutuality of purpose.
In as much as each pupil is in a class, he is always a
part of a group. He may be a member of an interacting face-to-
face group using the same basic reader or he may be in the non¬
interacting face-to-face group — the climatized group — as in
2
a class using individualized reading procedures.
On the topic of "grouping for instruction,’* McCullough
makes the following relevant statement:
In every good reading program some of the activities
should involve the whole class, some a small group,
and some the individual. In each case individual needs
are being served.^
All of this is mentioned here to focus attention on the
degree of cooperation and of competition that influence a cir¬
cumstance best defined as "individualized reading instruction"
^Ida E. Morrison and Ida F. Perry, Kindergarten-Primary
Education, Teaching Procedures(New York: The Ronald Press, 1961),
p. 255.
2
Russell G. Stauffer, "Individualized and Group Type
Directed Reading Instruction," Elementary English fOctober, 1960),
377.
3
Constance McCullough, "Grouping for Instruction,” The
Reading Teacher (October, 1961), 375.
3
and one best defined as "group type directed reading activity,”
In both situations, motivation for reading and purposes accomplish¬
ed by reading reflect the d5niamics of a group as well as the in¬
terests and needs of the individual pupil.^
The individualized reading program, sometimes called the
personalized reading program, has certain distinguishing char¬
acteristics by which it can be identified. The establishing of
definite periods of time when there is a one to one relationship
between the pupil and teacher is perhaps the outstanding value of
personalized reading programs.
Self selection material to be read is another characteristic
of the program. Each student, sometimes with a form of guidance
from the teacher, but often entirely on his own selects his material,
from which he wishes to read and be taught skills. Because this is
so definitely a characteristic of the program it has been called
one of "self selection.”
Progress is at the child’s own rate, and, as has been stat¬
ed, material is of his own choosing. Because of the individualized
nature of the program, there is no difficulty in teaching the child
at his own rate and at the same time trying to keep him on par
with the rest of the class or back with the slower students.
Skill instruction, so very important to ail children regard¬
less of actual comprehension level, is provided as in any reading
program, but is provided at the level at which the child is reading,
^Russell G. Stauffer, "Individualized and Group Type
Directed Reading Instruction," Elementary English (October, 1960),
411,
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rather than in carefully graded materlaJ-s which may be below his
interest level.
In the basal reading program, teachers choose what the
children read. One basal text plus supplementary readers is
needed, Reading occurs at ability levels of the group. Slow
readers are often stigmatized publicly by assignment of easy
books. Frequently, the whole group must waiit for one child, and
reading occurs at the rate of the child’s reading orally; skills
are taught on a group basis.^
In this study the writer recognized the merits and weak¬
nesses of each and sought to determine the relative effectiveness
of the methods when used with first grade pupils.
Evolution of the problem.- Among the influences leading to
the resurgence of interest in individualized reading is dis¬
satisfaction with some outcomes of current reading instruction by
educators who have come to recognize that an unjustifiably high
incidence of very poor reading is to be found among pupils in our
schools,
A second factor is probably the growing recognition of the
failure of many boys and girls to develop a permanent interest in
reading as a leisure pursuit. It was observed by the writer that
many pupils read very little on their own. Not only did large
numbers of elementary pupils show little interest in independent
reading, but high school students had also been found to hold read¬
ing in relatively low esteem. Moreover, it has been shown that
^Walter B. Barbe. Educators Guide to Personalized Reading
Instruction (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), pp, 19-20.
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relatively few adults read widely.
The writer believed that children deserve and need more
interesting and realistic experiences offered in more natural and
useful ways. Other writers seem to believe that the solution lies
in the adoption of an individualized reading program.
After teaching first grade for several years, the writer
had observed that some pupils seemed ready to begin reading
instruction and others were in need of further readiness activities,
l]|5on identifying these children, the writer divided the class into
three or four groups — each group of children at about the same
stage of readiness and with roughly the same rates of learning.
Then reading instruction proceeded in the generally accepted way.
However, the writer was not quite satisfied that this
situation would measure up when judged in the light of achieving
the best possible climate for developing good, mental health. The
writer noticed that the children too readily identified themselves
and their friends as being members of the best or the slowest read¬
ing group, and that they transferred this feeling of achievement
or lack of achievement in reading to other aspects of school life.
This inspired the writer to attempt individualized instruction in
reading at the first grade level.
Contribution to educational research.- Many methods of
teaching reading have been used with varying degrees of success by
competent teachers.
From this study, the writer hoped to:
1. Aid in greater improvement of reading instruction.
1
Paul Witty, "Individualized Reading - A Summary and
Evaluation," Elementary English (©ctober, 1959), 401.
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2, Provide a thorough evaluation of the vaxious tech¬
niques used in the teaching of reading.
3, Enable the writer and others (concerned with the teach
ing of reading) to become more aware of the needs of
individual pupils.
4, Enable the writer to make proposals on the basis of
the needs relative to pupils concerned.
Statement of the problem.- This problem involved a study
of the relative effectiveness of basal and individualized read¬
ing instruction upon growth in comprehension and word recognition
in silent and oral reading of thirty first grade pupils at
Daniel H, Stanton Elementaury School.
Purpose of the study.- The purpose of this study was to
compare the difference, if any, in the influence of basal reading
and individualized reading upon growth in certain reading skills
among thirty first grade pupils.
The specific purposes are embodied in the following state¬
ments:
1, To determine the level of intelligence of thirty first
grade pupils,
2, To compare the two groups on general levels of achieve
ment in oral reading.
3, To compare the two groups on general levels of achieve
ment in silent reading.
To compare the oral and silent reading comprehension
of two groups of first grade pupils.
4.
7
5, To compare the accuracy in word recognition and word
meaning of the two groups in oral and silent reading,
respectively,
6. To determine implications and recommendations for the
improvement of instruction in reading which may accrue
from the present study.
Definition of terms.- The following terms were considered
as basic to clarification of the purpose.
1. ’’Basal reading” is reading aimed at the systematic
development of reading ability by means of a series
of books or other materials especially suitable for
each successive stage of reading development.
2. ’’Individualized reading” is a new organization of the
reading program in which pupils read Independently
rather than in organized groups, with books chosen by
the pupils having a different book instead of all
pupils having the same book.
Limitations of the study.- This study was limited to thirty
subjects who were members of the first grade at Daniel H, Stanton
Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia. The experiment was limited
to the two methods of reading instruction: Basal and Individualized.
Methods of research.- The method of research was experi¬
mental, with a design which utilized the parallel-group technique.
Locale of the study.-This study took place during the 1963-
1964 academic year at Daniel H. Stanton Elementary School, Atlanta
Georgia. Daniel H. Stanton is located in the southeast section
of Atlanta, During the period of this study, the school
8
population had approximately 822 pupils, grades 1 through 7.
The plant included 16 ultra-modern classrooms, one library, a
cafeteria, an office, an auditorium, and a teachers lounge. The
staff included 25 teachers, one librarian, a reading coordinator,
principal, secretary, custodian, and two maids.
Subjects and materials.-Thirty pupils enrolled in two
first grade classes at the Daniel H, Stanton Elementary School
were used in this study. On the basis of scores made on the
Pintner“Cunningham Primary Test, the pupils were selected to close¬
ly represent a normal curve.
The other instruments used to collect data were:
1, The Gates Primary Reading Test, Types PWR, PPR
2, The Gilmore Oral Reading Tests, Forms A and B
3, The Dolch Basic Sight Word Test
4, The Gates Primary Advanced Test, Types AWR, APR,
The Pintner“Cunningham Tests have been developed to ful¬
fill modern requirements for a complete series of group tests of
general intellectual ability or aptitude covering all levels from
kindergarten ages to maturity. This test is composed entirely
of pictures, which are marked by the pupils according to the
examiners verbal directions. The Pintner-Cunningham Test is
divided into seven sub-tests: (1) Common Observation, (2) Aesthet¬
ic Differences, (3) Associated Objects, (4) Discrimination of
Size, (5) Picture Parts, (6) Picture Completion, and (7) Dot Draw¬
ing, A study of the abilities measured by these sub-test convinces
one that they are closely associated with intelligence.^
^Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Abilities Test
Direction (New York: Harcout Brace and World, Inc, 1939), p, 2
9
The validity of the Pintner-Cunningham Test has been
checked by correlating it with the Staoiford Binet Test.
1
Dougherty found this test dependable in terms of high correlation
2
with the Stanford Binet. Pintner, in examining 72 cases found
3
the validity of this test to be 88, Grant found the correlation
between reading test scores and mental ages obtained from the
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test administered to 260 first
grade pupils was 63, which provides a further check on the val¬
idity of this test.
The Gates Primary Reading Tests were designed to reveal
specific strengths and weaknesses in reading abilities, and there¬
by to indicate the type of training most needed by a class or in¬
dividual pupil. These tests are of three types, with three equiv¬
alent forms for each. The three types are:
Type PWR - Word Recognition
Type PSR - Sentence Reading
Type PPR - Paragraph Reading,
The PWR,-Word recognition is designed to sample the abil¬
ity to read words representative of the primary vocabulary. Type
PSR, Sentence Reading measures ability to read and understand
representative sentences composed of words most commonly foxmd in
TM. L. Dougherty, A Comparative Study of Nine Group Test
Direction of Intelligence for Primary Grades (Baltimorei John
Hopkins Press, 1942), p. 5,
2
Rudolph Pintner, ”The Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test,*’
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol, 37, No,'8, pp. 599-605.
3
Albert Grant, **The Comparative Validity of the Metropo¬
litan Readiness Tests and the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental
Test," Elementary Journal, Vol. 37, pp, 52-58,
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primary reading materials. Type PPR. Paragraph Reading measures
ability to read representative primary grade passages with reason¬
ably thorough understanding.^
2
Buros says that they are carefully constructed and a
well standardized team of three, — "designed to measure general
competence or power in each of the aspects of reading.”
The Gilmore Oral Reading Test has been developed to
provide classroom teachers, reading supervisors, and others partic¬
ularly concerned with reading instruction, with a means of analyz¬
ing the oral performance of pupils in grades 1 through 8. The
test provides measures of accuracy of oral reading, comprehension
of materials read and rate of reading. There are two equivalent
forms, A and B. Each comprises ten carefully constructed oral
reading paragraphs which form a continuous story, and an illus¬
tration of characters and events in the paragraphs. There are
five comprehension questions for each paragraph . Although
administration time will vary somewhat with the grade and reading
level of the pupil, in most instances, 15-20 minutes will be
3
required.
The Dolch Basic Sight Word Test is not a. sampling of a
large word list but instead presents the entire Basic Sight Vocab¬
ulary, the 220 "service words” which make up 70 per cent of first
readers and 65 per cent of second and third readers. Every child
^Arthur Gates, The Gates Primary Reading Test Directions,
Bureau of Ptiblications, teachers College, Columbia University, 1958.
2
Oscar Buros, The Third Mental Measurement Yearbook (New
Yorkt Rutgers University Press, 1948), pp. 484-486.
3john V, Gilmore, Gilmore Oral Reading Test, (New York:
Harcout Brace and World, Inc., 1952).
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must learn practically all of these 220 words and recognize them
at sight before he can become a rapid competent reader.
The test is presented in Peurts I and II so that young
children may do one side of the sheet and then, after a rest period
or at a later time, do the other side. The test was given by ask¬
ing the pupils to circle one word on each line.^
Research procedures.-The procedure used in this study was
as follows:
1. Permission to conduct this study was obtained from the
proper school authorities.
2. The consent and cooperation were sought of all parents
of the pupils selected for this study.
3. The related literature pertinent to this study was
reviewed, summarized and organized for presentation
in the finished thesis copy.
4. The Plntner-Cunnlngham Primary Test was administered
to all the pupils. The scores were arreuiged in descend¬
ing order. On the basis of the results of this test,
the thirty subjects were selected and divided into two
groups of fifteen each.,
5. The Gates Primary Tests Types PWR., PSR., and PPR.
were administered to all subjects to indicate their
silent reading achievement.
^E, W. Dolch, Dolch Basic Sight Word Test (Illinois:
The Garrard Press, 1942).
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6. The Gilmore Oral Reading Test was administered to
all subjects to determine their oral reading perform¬
ance.
7. The Dolch Basic Sight Word Test was adjnlnistered to
the subjects to determine their word recognition.
8. Special reading activities were planned and carried
out for the experimental group,
9. The control group had planned reading activities from
the basal text,
10. After ten weeks of Instruction, both groups were re¬
tested using another form of the three tests.
11. The data were assembled, tabulated, analyzed, and in¬
terpreted with the necessary computations.
12. The conclusions, implications and recommendations
presented in Chapter IV were based upon the findings
of this study.
Related literature.-The ability to read well constitutes
one of the most Important skills an individual can acquire. In
fact, satisfactory adjustment to living in the complex modern
world requires effective reading. It is difficult to discover any
activity, whether in school, in business, even in recreational
pursuit and daily life that does not require more or less read¬
ing in order to do it as well as it should be done. In many
situations, reading constitutes the indispensable avenue of com¬
munication.
According to Strickland, reading is not Just a skill but
rather a resource for fuller living. That concept changes the
13
emphasis in the teaching of reading from mechanics of mechanical
skills to the development of ability to gain meaning from symbols
and to think with it, interpret it, and use it for personal and
social ends.
The related literature pertinent to this problem is
presented in this chapter under the following sections: (1) Lit¬
erature pertinent to the teaching of Reading, (2) Literature
pertinent to Individualized and Basal Methods of teaching reading,
and (3) literature pertinent to studies related to the present
one,
Heilman states that learning to read is a complicated
process and is sensitive to a variety of pressures. Too many or
the wrong kind of pressures may result in non-learning,^
He further states:
Any given technique, practice or procedure is likely
to work better with some children than with others.
Hence, the teacher of reading must have a variety of
approaches, 2
Durrell asserts that four basic elements loom larger in
readiness for reading thain any other factors. Two essential
skills are visual and auditory discrimination of word elements.
The two other factors Durrell considers absolutely essential are
interest in books and in printed words and the "ability to main¬
tain attention in the reading task.” These four elements, the
absolute essentials, without which a child cannot succeed while
^Arthur W, Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teach¬





all other elements of readiness listed from a highly desirable
background for the task of learning to read.^
According to Russell, there are six stages in reading
development: (1) the pre-reading stage from birth to sometimes
in the frist grade, (2) the beginning reading stage, (3) the
initial stage of independent reading, (4) the transition stage
which tends to come at the age of eight or nine, (5) the
intermediate or low maturity stage, and (6) advanced stages of
2
reading which eire attained from the seventh grade onward.
La^ar states that:
Even in the early lessons of reading among pupils in
ability to learn to read, many of these differences
should be isolated and made apparent in the reading
program. It is evident that all children cannot be
expected to read at a standard and uniform rate. There¬
fore, the method of instruction must be one that encour¬
ages individual rate of growth. The adjustment of
Instruction to individual differences is much more than
one method. It is an attitude in which the teacher
assumes that each child can expect the school to study
him as an individual and help him when he is in some
t3/pe of difficulty.^
Reading is a thinking process. Word perception is the
starting point, but only that. Children need help with word
perception and recognition, but they need even more help with the
thought processes that are essential to real reading. Only as
^Donald D, Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction
(Yonkers, New York: World Book Co., 1956), p. 42.
2
David H, Russell, Children Learn To Read (Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1949), pp. 19-22,
3
May Lazar, "Individualization of Instruction in Reading,"
Educational Research Bulletin, Bureau of Reference Research and
Statistics, Board of Education of the City of New York (September,
1941).
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they master these can they find the satisfaction in reading
that spurs them on to higher and higher attainment.,
Monroe lists four things that one does as he reads. The
first step, for both children and adults is (1) word perception.
One recognizes the wordsj this word is what, that one because,
and these into the house. (2) Comprehension is the second part
of the reading act. One puts meaning into the words. (3) Reaction
is another essential element in reading. The reader reacts
intellectually or emotionally. He reacts favorably or unfavorably.
(4) Integration takes place also. It is really of two kinds - in¬
tegration of the ideas into the reader's total experience and in¬
tegration of the parts of the material into a balance whole with
its elements in perspective,^
Gates statesj
Photographs of eye movements show that in the early stages
the pupil fixates his eyes on each word and if the recognition
is achieved at a single fixation he moves on to the next word,
and so on. The child's oral reading in the beginning stages
is typically word by word reading.^
Tinker stated the following;
A child^ during his preschool years and in the kindergarten,
has acquired a background of experience that is in part
embodied in an understanding vocabulary and a speaking
vocabulary. He both understands and uses S6nt6nces. There
are of coxirse maurked differences between individuals in re¬
ports and in respect to both the ejqserience they encounter
and the language they acquire.
Marion Monroe, Growing into Reading (Chicago; Scott
Foresman and Co., 1951), p. 171.
2
Arthur I Gates, The Improvement of Reading (New York;
The MacMillan Co., 1947), p. 331.
%liles A, Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading (New York;
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc,, 1952), p. 11.
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In the strict sense of the term, a person cannot be said
to be reading unless he also comprehends. For this reason,
comprehension of the printed word is not only a primary objective
but also the ultimate purpose of all instruction. Despite this
emphasis upon comprehension in the reading program, there are
still vinanswered questions regarding its nature. Also, the ways
in which the thinking processes of the reader affect his comprehen
sion and, therefore, how thinking in reading can be improved are
not entirely understood.^
Most children require a great deal of motivation and guid¬
ance over a long period to carry through the developmental task of
becoming a reader. Learning to read is not a series of hurdles to
be leaped at designated grade levels. It is a steady upward
progression, beginning slowly on a small scale but gaining momen¬
tum and fanning out all the while to take in broader and more
varied possibilities.
On March 1, 1958, Dr. William S. Gray speaking at Sacra¬
mento, California, reviewed the studies then available and point¬
ed out that due to the recent development and limited use of
individualized reading programs, a corresponding body of evidence
has not as yet accumulated concerning its success. In general. Dr
Gray found that progress in the basic reading skills was about the
same under group and individualized teaching.^
^George D. Spache, Toward Better Reading (Illinoist
Garrard Publishing Co., 1963), p. 36.
2
William S. Gray, "The Role of Group and Individualized
Instruction in Reading," The Third Annual Reading Conference,
Sacramento, California (March, 1958), 5.
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The next year Dr. Paul Witty again examined the research
and reported that ’’available ejqperimental data do not justify the
recommendation of sole Independence on individualized reading.”^
Dr. Jeanette Veatch reacted to Dr. Witty’s article and
cited several research projects of importance. Among these were
Antionette McCristy’s study with eight second grades and these
grades were matched on year’s attendance and age, mental status
and teacher background, experience and competence, socio-economic
class, and reading grade status. The results showed that mean
grade achievement, total reading gain,,and vocabulary were statis-
2
tically in favor of the group utilizing the individual approach.
Other recent investigations, however, tend to support the
earlier statements made by Dr. Gray and Witty. Alton Sanford, for
example, compared the growth made through individualized instruc¬
tion which was shown by seven classes of grades three, four, five,
and six in Los Angeles County with the group of similar groups
being taught by current methods in that district. The majority
of pupils in the classes where the individualized reading program
was utilized made lower gains in reading achievement over the
period of one calendar year and there was no significant difference
in growth between reading vocabulary and reading comprehension.
^Paul Witty, ’’Individualized Reading - A Summary and
Evaluation,” Elementary English (October, 1959), 402.
2
Jeanette Veatch, ”In Defense of Individualized Reading,”
Elementary English, 37 (April, 1960), 277,
O
Alton L. Sanford, ’’Evaluation of An Individualized Read¬
ing Program,” The Reading Teacher,13 (April, 1960), 174-77,
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Kaxjr has reported the results of an experiment in Pitts¬
burg, California. Third grade classes in this school system
experienced individual reading. At the end of a six month period
these children were compared with another group in a different
Caiifornia community. The latter group was taught through group
procedures. The results of testing showed that the children who
participated in group procedures made slightly higher gains in
vocabulary and comprehension than did the children in the individual¬
ized plan.^
The teacher who carried on the program of individualized
reading encountered several problems. The children had to work
at their seats alone for prolonged periods in order to free the
teacher for individual guidance. The problem of time is of serious
concern. If a teacher spends five minutes three times a week with
each child, she must devote an hour and three quarters to the read¬
ing program each day. While she is occupied with one child, the
others must work alone an hour and forty minutes.
Another phase of this problem Involves the limited help
each child receives under an arrangement whereby a child works
with the teacher only five minutes twice a week. Only the most
capable children can progress in reading with so little help.
The problem of teaching the skills is closely related to
the problem of time. One of the great needs of the primary child
is for the development of a sight vocabulary and one of the greatest
weaknesses of the reading program today is the failure of many
Harold Karr, ’’An Ejqjeriment with An Individualized Method
of Teaching Reading,” The Reading Teacher, 7 ("February, 1954),
174-77.
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teachers to take time to help the child acquire such a vocabulary.
The proper introduction calls for help with meaning as well as with
recognition of new words,^
Karlin esqjresses the following concern:
No effort is made in advance to deal with unknown words,
specific word meanings which are peculiar to the context,
or difficult abstract concepts. Either no confidence is
placed in the readiness concept or it is assumed that the
children will not be meeting any of these difficulties.^
Defenders of individualized reading point to a greater
interest in reading, a stronger desire to read, and a wider vari¬
ation in kinds of reading material as justification for this
method. Adversaries frequently cite as a supreme weakness the
lack of a systematized plan for teaching skills.
With the above in mind, research was undertaken at Florida
State University, Tallahassee, Florida, to determine change in
selected reading skills, vocabulary growth and reading comprehension,
by comparing students using basal readers in a conventional group¬
ing arrangement with comparable students employing the individual¬
ized reading plan.
It was pointed, out that the total scores for the experi¬
mental sample selected for comparison were slightly lower than
those in the control group. There appears to be no significant
difference as to the instructional approach used relative to the
amount of gain made by a class in the development of vocabulary
^Ida E, Morrison and Ida F. Perry, Kindergarten, Primary
Education, Teaching Procedures (New York; The Ronald Press Co.,
1961), p. 260.
^Robert Karlin, ’’Some Reactions to Individualized Read¬
ing,” The Reading Teacher, XI (December, 1957), 97,
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and reading comprehension skills during one year.
Bajsal reader series in wide use today embrace two major
premises: that the child should learn a number of words as
’’sight recognition words” before attempting any type of word
analysis and that the introduction of new sight words should be
systematically controlled. At the present time, most children
in American schools are taught by ’’word method, ” sometimes called
the sight method or the look-and-say method. The aim of
instruction is to have the child learn a number of words as sight
2
words before attention is paid to the analysis of words.
In considering basal reading material, it should be point¬
ed out that the grade designation of a book indicates its place
in the developmental sequence of reading instruction, its compar¬
ability in difficulty and sequence with other materials, and its
suitability for the average child of the grade designated. The
grade designation of a book does not indicate a standard that
all the children are expected to achieve over a given period of
time. Quite obviously an able child should progress through the
learning experiences provided by a specific basal reader as rabid¬
ly as he can acquire the skills and abilities that the book is
3
designed to teach.
^Richard C. Wilson sind Robert Harrison, "Skill Growth
with Individualized Reading," Elementary English (April, 1963).
^Arthur W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching
Reading (Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc,, 1962), p, 104.
^Guy L. Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child to
Read (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1955), p, 196.
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Ruth Strickland believes that children of elementary
school age should dip into many subjects and explore a wide range
of types and styles of reading. This is a period which interests
are being built and tastes formed. Some children show definite
preferences at an early age and read quantities of the type of
material they like.
It is important that children be allowed to select their
own laaterial for wide reading but there is need for guidance and
the opening up of new possibilities. A child cannot know what
he may like until he has some experience with it. Teachers can
introduce new topics and new styles of writing to children
through reading aloud books that the children might otherwise pass
by. Sometimes, merely reading an introductory paxt and calling
attention to interesting content which follows will sharpen
1
children’s interest.
In any reading program there should be provisions for
adapting instruction to individual differences. To make this ad¬
justment it is necessary to know how pupils differ and this requires
evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of each and every pupil
in a class. It is often desirable to note the day to day progress
of each child in reading proficiency.
The program of individualized instruction involves a co¬
ordinated pattern of those procedures which have been found to be
2
efficient and sound.
^Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary
School (Bostoni D. C. Heath and Co., 1961), p. 265,
^iles A, Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1960), p, 205.
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Children's attitudes toward reading will profoundly
affect their reading ability. If children, in learning to read,
also learn to like to read, their approach to all school work
involving reading will be more favorable to learning and under¬
standing, The individualized method of teaching reading has im¬
plications for pupil achievement that are immeasurable. The
growth of Individuals in our democracy is in large measures depend¬
ent upon their ability to read with intelligence, discrimination,
and enjoyment.^
Marion Jenkins, who has written extensively on individual¬
ized reading has also presented some evaluative results. In one
article, she describes procedures and reports:
The individualized groups met with the teachers on a daily
basis. Each child in the group had his "special" time with
the teacher for individualized instruction. His particular
reading problem was brought into shaurp focus and reading
skills were reviewed, developed and refined at the time of
immediate need.
Control groups were set up for use in comparing growth in
the reading skills. In the control group, instruction was
given to three groups on reading ability.
Results are indicated this way:
The results of standardized tests showed that self selection
produced significantly greater gains than did conventional
reading methods in the areas of reading vocabulary, reading
comprehension, and total reading. The control groups averag¬
ed 1.14 years in total readiness gains while theexperimental
group averaged 1.41 years.
In vocabulary growth, the control group averaged 1,09 and
the experimental 1.96 years. In comprehension 59 per cent
of the experimental group gained two years or more while
Jeanette Veatch, Individualizing Your Reading Program
(New York: G. P, Putnam's Sons, 1959).
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24 per cent of the control group scored this range,
Robert Karlin cites the following study:
One experiment has been completed in Michigan. Two groups
of children matched for reading ability, intelligence, and
socio-economic status were taught by student teachers vinder
the supervision of critic teachers. One group followed a
basal-reader approach, while the other engaged in individ¬
ual reading. The data showed no significant difference
between the groups in reading gains. The student teachers
did report that the children in the individualized groups
showed greater interest in reading and read more books
than did the children in the basal reading group. What
the outcome might have been under thoroughly prepared teach¬
ing is a question that remains tinanswered.2
The results obtained in a study by Aionow may have been
due to differences in materials, or to the greater motivation
provided children permitted to select regular within school read¬
ing materials, or to differences in procedures afforded or permit¬
ted teachers and pupils by the materials, or to the type of
pupil-teacher weekly time schedule arranged for teachers and for
Q
pupils to Identify and meet individual group needs and purposes.
McElroy states:
There is an apparent need for grouping at each grade level
to meet the needs of the individual pupil and the obvious
grade level differences between the lower and median
quartile and the median and upper quartile.^
Adams studied 84 children under Individualized reading
and 88 under group reading for 102 days of teaching. Ko signif¬
icant differences were found between the boys of the two groups
^Marion Jenkins, "Self Selection in Reading,” The Read¬
ing Teacher, 10 (December, 1957), 84-90.
Robert Karlin, ”Some Reactions to Individual Reading,”
The Reading Teacher, 11 (December, 1957), 95.
%llrian S. Arnonow, ”A Study of the Individualized Read¬
ing on Children Reading Test Scores,” The Reading Teacher
(November, 1961), 90.
“^Katherene McBlroy, ”A Comparative Study of Reading Growthfrom Grades Two to Seven,” The Reading Teacher (November, 1961),
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in word recognition, and in auditory and visual discrimination
abilities. The differences between the girls in the two groups
in these two reading skills were significant and favored the
individualized group. No significant differences in comprehension
were found between the boys or girls of the two groups. The girls
in the individualized group had significantly higher reading
readiness test scores.^
Braidford reports a study of Individual and Group teaching
Methods, Under each approach were 68 first graders. No signif-
2
icant differences in achievement between the two groups were found.
Izzo cites, a report of Individualized teaching given to
68 children, and of group teaching to the same number. No signif-
3
icant differences were found in the achievement of the two groups,
Patterson compared, in the study of 14 pupils under
Individualized reading for one month with a similar sized group
under group reading. Then for a month the approaches for both
groups were reversed. Comparing the advantages and disadvantages,
the Individualized approach appeared more desirable than the basal
reading approach,^
Phyllis S, Adams, "An Investigation of an Individualized
Reading Program ahd a Modified. Basal Reading Program in First
Grade" (unpublished Ed. D. dissertation. University of Denver,
1962).
Margaret Braidford,"AComparison of Two Teaching Methods,
Individualized and Gtol^j, in the Teaching of Comprehension in
Beginning Reading" (unpublished Ed. D dissertation. New York
University, 1960).
3
Ruth K. Izzo, "A Comparison of Two Teaching Methods,
Individualized and Group, in the Teaching of Word Identification
in Beginning Reading" (xmpublished Ed. D. Dissertation, N.Y.U., I960).
^Agnes Patterson, "A Comparison of the Individualized Read¬
ing Approach with the Basal Reader Group Approach in the Teaching
of Reading to a Selected Group of First Grade Children" (un¬
published M.E.D. Project, Indiana Pennsylvania State College, 1959)
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Stroud emphasizes in her study that the school should
consider seriously the upgrading of a program which will stress
skills in reading procedures from the period of reading readiness
through the grades. Also, that teachers of similar groups should
combine the high motivational factors with more individualized
procedures, in order to test the possibilities of more balanced
1
patterns of growth in reading skills.
We see that the efforts to compare conventionaJ. or
traditional textbook procedures with ’’individualized reading” have
yielded contradictory claims. Some studies seem to show superior
results for individualized procedures and some for ’’basal”
instruction.
As Sartain states:
It is difficult to evaluate reports of experiments compar¬
ing basal and individualized reading because thousands of
teachers use the basal books and teach little or none of
the program that is meant to go with them.^
The challenge of improving instruction under conditions
today is great. Our adm should be to help pupils become skillful
readers who will continue to enrich their understanding and
satisfactions throughout their lives by reading.
Summary of the related literature.-The related litera¬
ture pertinent to the problems of this study are summarized
^Anne Stroud, ”A Comparison of Two Methods of Teaching
Reading to Second Grade Pupils” (unpublished Masther’s thesis.
Department of Education, Atlanta University, 1961).
2
Harry W. Sartain, ’’Research of Individualized Reading,”
Education. 81 (May, 1961), 515-520.
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belowt
1. Any given technique, practice or procedure may work
better with some children than with others.
2. Read-ing is not Just a skill but rather a resource for
fuller living,
3. There are six stages to reading development,
4. Four basic skills to reading readiness are visual and
auditory discrimination of word elements and interest
in books, and ability to maintain attention.
5. In the early lessons of reading there axe wide dif¬
ferences among pupils in ability to read,
6. The four things one does as he reads are perception,
comprehension, reaction and integration.
7. In the beginning stages of reading the tjqiical child
reads one word at a time.
8. The efficiency in most daily life activities depends
to some degree upon accurate comprehension in reading.
9. The success in reading depends leirgely upon the stage
of all-round development which the child has achieved*10.Progress in the basal reading skills was the same
under group and individualized teaching.
11.. Mean grade achievement, total reading gain, and
vocabulary were statistically in favor of groups us¬
ing the individualized approach,
12. The majority of pupils in the classes where the
individualized reading program was ntilized made lower
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gain in reading achievement over a period of a calendar
year,
13, Children who participated in group procedures made
slightly higher gains in vocabulary amd comprehension
than did the children in the individualized plan.
14, Only the most capable pupils can progress in reading
with so little help.
15, Self selection produced significantly greater gains
than did conventional reading methods.
16, '"There was no significant difference between basal.
reader and the individualized reading approaches.
17, There was no significant difference as the instruction¬
al approach used relative to the amoxmt of gain made
by a class.
18, There was a significant difference in favor of the
individualized reading group, compared with a similar
/
but ; • individualized group.
19, A simple vocabulary coupled with high interest must
be present for pupils' motivation.
The survey of literature and the over-all summary aided
the writer in the presentations and interpretation of specific
data reported in the following chapters.
chapter IX
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES USED IN TEACHING
THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
Introductory statement.-This chapter describes procedures
used in teaching the Individualized and Basal methods of instruc¬
tion to two groups of pupils who had the same general range of
intelligence but differed in levels of reading achievement.
During the second semester of the 1963-64 school term,
the writer initiated the experimental method of research in¬
volving the parallel-group technique with thirty first grade pu¬
pils.
On March 9, 1964, preparation for this study begun when
sixty-nine first grade pupils were administered the Pintner-Cun-
ningham Mental Abilities Test in order for the writer to select
thirty subjects with the same mental abilities range.
Measurements of the initial status or attainments of the
first grade subjects in reading achievement were made from the
initial reading tests which were given from March 11 through
March 12, 1964.
Group A was subjected to experimental factors of Individual¬
ized Method of reading instruction from March 16 to May 22, 1964.
Group B was subj'ected to the control factors of Basal reading for
the same period of time.
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The final reading tests were administered to compare the
gains in reading achievement resulting from application of ten
weeks of Individualized and Basal Reading instruction from May 25
through May 28, 1964,
General description of procedures used in teaching the
individualized group,-In initiating the individualized, reading
approach, the writer set up specific objectives which were as
follows:
1, To arouse Interest in reading
2, To provide broader reading experiences
3, To encourage the development of independent work
habits
4, To encourage an appreciation of fine literature
5, To develop a spirit of self evaluation
6, To encourage gradual development in a more rapid
rate of silent reading
The achievement of these objectives depended oni (1)
pupils* selection of books, (2) individual conferences between
teacher and pupils, (3) provision of help on skills when needed,
and (4) sharing activities with the group.
After checking the reading ability levels of each subject,
the writer secured a variety of books from the library ranging in
grade levels one to three. One corner of the room was arranged
as a special reading corner, with a table surrounded by book¬
shelves for displaying the books. Seating arrangements were kept
flexible so that the subjects had the freedom to group themselves
frequently for sharing and discussing books.
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In order to acquaint the subjects with the wide variety
of books, the writer gave a brief annotation of each. It was
e3<plained to the subjects that they would no longer read in a
group, using the same book,^ but each child would choose his own
book. The pupils were allowed to explore before making a.
choice. After a suitable selection had been made, the pupils
pursued their work individuailly.
During the first week, the teacher moved around the room
during the reading period, helping and observing the pupils as
they read, VThen the teacher felt that they were secure in what
they were doing, she began having conferences. Each pupil had
individual conferences with the teacher when he could tell about
what he was reading and discuss his activities. A significant
characteristic of this t3pe of instruction was the close relation¬
ship between the pupils and their teacher, A very free and easy
exchange of ideas and feelings promoted and encouraged interest.
This conference period was also used for oral reading and check¬
ing on comprehension.
Children were permitted to read at their own rate and help¬
ed individually, as needed, with word recognition and analysis,
comprehension and expression. If several pupils needed help on
the same skills, they were called together in a group for such
help,
A record card was kept for each pupil with such information
as name of book, dates, skills needed, aind comments about the
book. Anecdotal records were kept on the same card,.
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The children’s interest led to reading many favorite
passages to each other and the teacher, drawing pictures,
looking up new words in the dictionary, dramatizing the story,
listing the books read, writing comments about the book, and
reporting on these books.,
A tape recorder was used to let the pupils hear how their
reports sounded. Some of the children were stimulated to read
even more books on their own.
The Individualized method of teaching reading provided
for the individual reading needs and interests of the pupils. The
atmosphere of the classroom was one of mutual helpfulness.
Specific description of procedures with the individualized
group.-The following description gives specific examples of work
carried on with four t3;pical pupils. The data for this particular







I. Q. - 127, MA - 9-8, CA—7-2, Level - 2.9
Book —The Kings Wish by Benjamin Elkin
To find out what the king wished for
To give help with comprehension and
vocabulary skills needed
As the scene opens, the teacher is seated
with Gwendol3m listening to her read aloud
the portion of a story, that she had been
reading silently.
"The Kings Wish." The king of Tam Was a
good king. All day and every day, he
rode around Tam. He had to see that all
were well and happy.
One day the king saw a man with some
some fish. The king said, "Oh, it must be
fun to fish! How I wish I had time to
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fish.
The three sons of the king heard
his wish. Son One heard it. Son Two
heard it and Son Three heard it.
That night the three sons went to
see the king.
Son One said, ’’father, we heard
your wish. We want you to have time to
fish. Go and fish. We will do your work.
At this time, the teacher noted
Gwendolyn having difficulty in blending
T with ^ for the word Tam. She knew the
word am. She called the word rode, ride
and heard, hear. The teacher gave
Gwendolyn help in initial and final
substitutions. The words were written
on the teacher’s work sheet.
The following exercise was given in beginning sounds3
(T)^ (h)^ (J)^ (P)^ (S)am.
The consonant substitution process involves several skills}
seeing in the new word a. part which is similar to a known word;
making a mental substitution of the initial sound of the new word
for the initial sound of the known word; and finally, blending
visually the initial sound of the new word with the known part
in the word.
Comment: Gwendolyn reads the story well. Her use
of context clues was good. She paid at¬
tention to punctuation.
The following conference took place with another subject





I. Q. 136, M A 9-4, C A 6-4, Level 3.6
Book —Sam and the Firefly
To learn about owls
To help with vocabulary, comprehension,
Jacqueline:
word recognition
”Sam and the Firefly,” The moon was up
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when Sam came out. ”Now is the time for
fun,” he said. ”Who,” said Sam, ”Who”
Who wants to play. But no one said a
thing. Then Sam looked about. The fox
was asleep and the Jay was asleep. The
dog was asleep and the hog was asleep.
Then Sam saw a light. He saw the
light hop. He saw the light Jump. It
went off. But no one said a thing.
Then the light hit Sam on top of his headi
The light said Boo. ’^Who made that boo,”
asked Sam, ”Who are you?”
”I am a firefly. My name is Gus and
I have a trick.” ”I can do with my light.
Look’ Looki I can put it on and keep it on
like thisi
Then Sam saw something new. The fire¬
fly made lines with his light.
Teacher j Jacqueline, you read very well. Did you
enjoy reading this story?
Jacqueline: Yes, I like the story very much.
Teacher: I am going to ask you some questions about
the story. Who were the characters in the
story?
Jacqueline: Sam was an owl, Gus was the firefly.
Teacher: What were some of the tricks C^s could do?
Jacqueline: He made lines and' words with his light.
Teacher: What are some of the words he made?
Jacqueline: He made fish, wish, house, mouse; then fox
dog, cat, yes, no.
Teacher: The teacher asked several other questions.
The answers that Jacqueline gave, let the
teacher know that she comprehended the
story well.
Comment: Jacqueline gave a good intrepretation of
the story. She used good word attack on
new words.
Another comference took place with the following subject
whose data are given belowi
Richard: I. Q. - 107, M A - 6-10, C A- 6-3, Level-1.9
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Title of book — Are You My Mother by
P. D. Eastman
To learn about a baby bird and his mother
I?ichard, what was the story about?
A baby bird and his mother,
Eead a part of your story to me,
A mother sat on her egg. The egg jumped.
”OhI Ohi” said the mother bird. My baby
will be here sooni He will want to eat.
must get something for my baby bird to
eat," she said. "I will be back," So
away she went.
The egg j'umped and Jumped. Out came the
baby birdi ’There is Uy m6thef,”he said.
He looked up. He looked down. He did
not see her. So away he went.
Down out of the tree he went. Down, down,
down. It was a long way down. He did
not know what his mother looked like. He
went right by her. He did not see her.
At this time the teacher noted that Richard did not add
ed. to jump and look. Richard was given help on adding endings to
words with no change in the root word. The following sentence
was written on the board. I jumped over the fence. Richard was
asked to read the sentence, A card was used to cover the ed,
then he was asked what the word is now, Richard was asked what he
would say if he jumped yesterday. He was reminded that if he did
it now, he would say % jump. Other sentences of the same type
were written on the board.
I will look. I will work.
I looked yesterday. I worked yesterday.







Mary called to her mother I climbed the fence.
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The following questions were asked to check on Richaord’s
understanding of the storyt
Teacher: Do you think this is a good title for
the story? Why?
Richard: Yes, because the little bird did not
know who his mother was. He asked
everyone he met ’’Are you my mother,?
Teacher: Name some of the animals and things he
met.
Richard; He met a kitten, hen dog, car, boat, hen,
and an airplane. He thought all of these
things looked like his mother.
Teacher: Did the bird finally find his mother?
Richards Yes, the bird found his mother after he
went back to the nest.
Teachers Did the story have a happy ending?
Richard: Yes, the mother bird gave the baby bird
a big, fat worm. The mother and baby
bird were very happy to see each other.
Comment s Richard’s Interpretation of the story was
satisfactory. However, he was slow in
answering some of the questions. Rfchard’s
attitude toward reading is good.
The tj^es of questions asked in a conference are very
iniportaait,. Those calling for details are easy for the teacher to
formulate and they serve her well as a quick check on accuracy.
Such questions, however, may make a child feel he must study the
book so that he can recall details, and the satisfaction he would,
otherwise esqserience may be destroyed. Questions need to be
adapted to the individual child as well as to the content of the
book.
The following conference took place with the following
subject:
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Corry: I. Q. - 123, M A 9-0, C A 7-1, Level-2.5
Date — 4-21-64 Title of book - Morris is a Cowboy by
B. Wiseman
Pupil’s Purpose: To learn about cowboys
Teacher: What have you chosen to read, today?
Corry: Morris is a Cowboy.
Teacher: Did you enjoy reading this story? Why?
Corry: Yes, I enjoyed reading this story because
I like cowboys and horses. I want to be
a cowboy when I grow up.
Teacher: Does this story remind you of any other
story you have read?
Corry; Yes, it reminds me of Cowboy Sam.
Teacher: Read a paragraph of your story.
Corry: Morris was in a. hurry. He ran all the
way. He was out of breath when he got to
the West.
Morris saw two cowboys. He saiid, ”I want
to be a cowboy too.” They laughed, ’’You
are a moose, but we’ll let you try.”
They gave Morris a cowboy suit and hat,
and a big, white cowboy horse. When
Morris got on, the horse bucked. Morris
yelled, ’’Yippeee! I J
Morris said, ’’Would you like to ride a
horse.” The horse got on Morris. Morris
bucked as hard as he could. The horse
yelled, ’’Yippppeeee.”
Teacher: What are some of the things Morris tried
to do?
Corry: He tried to ride a horse, laisso a cow,
and sing the cows to sleep.
Teacher: What happened when Morris tried to lasso
the cow:
Corry: His antlers got in the way, and Morris
lassoed himself.
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Teacher: What was meant by the statement, "You
live in big ice cream cones."
Corry: It meant that Indian houses are made like
ice cream cones.
Teacher i Yes, Indians live in houses called tepees
and they are shaped like cones.
Comment: Corry read the story well. He seemed to
have understood what he read. The story
motivated him to read other stories
about horses.
During the reading of the story, Corry was given help
with unfajiilliar words as breath, moose, yelled, and antlers. He
figured out the word lasso from the context of the sentence.
Corry was also helped with the meauiing of contractions,
you're - you are we’ll - we will don't - do not
I'm - I am can't - can not didn't - did not
The work with the other pupils followed substantially the
same procedure. Sometimes the conferences were very brief and in
the nature of a progress report, but not at the sacrifice of
pleasant associations in the child's mind. Every effort was made
to keep the conferences informal, pleasant, and mutually satisfying
At the end of this experiment, the writer asked the pupils
to tell how they felt about Individualized reading. A few typical
statements of pupils follow;
Jacqueline; "Reading is more of a pleasure to me,"
Gwendolyn: "I like to choose my own books,"
Mary: "I like our reading period better now."
Corry: "This kind of reading is more fxjLn."
Larkin: "I like to hear about the books the others
are reading,"
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Alicias ”I can read without rushing.”
Demecias ”r like to read the whole book.”
Richard: ”I do not have to wait for others.”
A list of other books read during the experiment may be
fovtnd in the Appendix.
General description of procedures used in teaching the
Basal reading group.-According to the suggestions given in the
manual accompanying the basic readers, the writer recognized
these general objectives of the reading program:
1. To develop interests which are satisfied through the
use of his rapidly developing reading-study skills.
2. To aid pupils in acquiring needing phonic and related
word-learning skills and to use them automatically.
3. To help pupils mature in their use of thinking and
related comprehension abilities needed to solve
problems and to get genuine satisfaction from read¬
ing study skills.
4. To foster intelligent use of ideas during and
following reading of a given story or section.
In attempting to realize these objectives, the writer used
the basal program supplemented by experience charts and brief
units of work which were of real interest to the pupils.
Generally, the reading experiences for the group entailed (1)
Preparation for reading, (2) Guided silent and oral reading, (3)
Word-recognition activities, and (4) Rereading the story.
In directing reading activities, preparation of the pupils
served three purposes:
1. Interest readiness - Pupil interest was stimulated in
a t3q>e of story, a poem, or. a new experience.
2. Word learning readiness - New words used for the first
time were anticipated by helping pupils to make concepts
needed for knowing the word.
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3, Thinking readiness - The major goal of basic reading
was to teach the child at that stage how to think—
when he listened, spoke, read, or contributed to a
class experience.
During the preparation step, pupils learned to enjoy using
the list of stories and page numbers to find a selection. Often
the story title stimulated comments and questions which built
anticipation for the story.
From the child’s point of view, the purpose of the silent
reading was to get on with the story. From the teacher’s point of
view, the purpose to use the selection was (1) to develop interest
in the topic and in reading a t37pe of writing, (2) to encourage
the pupils to identify unknown words, and (3) to encourage the
pupils to identify ideacs they do not understand as a basis for
learning new concepts — and how to think.
At the beginning of the directed study activity, the
teacher made it clear to the group that she was there to help them
with (1) any words they could not pronounce and (2) any ideas they
did pot understand. By giving this help during and immediately
after the silent reading, the teacher Justified the pupils con¬
fidence in her.
Approaches to word recognition included contextual clues*
structural analysis apd phonetic analysis. However, the main
emphasis is in the series used. This emphasis was phonetic and
phonic skills and served four purposes which were:
1. To develop phonic skills needed on one or two new words
identified by the pupils during the silent reading of
a story,
2, To develop or to review in^ortant phonic skills
immediately following the first, or silent reading of
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a story.
3. To teach the pupils to apply their phonic skills to
new words in a succeeding story.
4. To give the pupils a means of self-help.
Rereading was done for the fun of dramatizing, to find
parts repeating sounds he enjoyed, to demonstrate the happy or
sad parts liked best, to find out how different characters felt,
to illustrate a story, and for many other purposes. From the
teacher’s point of view, the pupils reread to develop Independence,
This independence was reflected in their ability to read
rhythmically, to interpret punctuation, to use new skills to
Identify the sequence of events in a story plot, to identify the
speakers in a conversation, and so on.
Rereading was done silently or orally depending upon the
purpose. At this first reader level, however, oral reading was
emphasized to sharpen listening skills, to increase interest, to
improve comprehension, and to reveal word learning or thinking
needs.
Silent rereading tended to increase the rate of reading.
Skimming to locate a key word and rapid reading to find main ideas
are skills to be used quickly and accurately.
For building good attitudes toward oral reading, the teacher
encouraged the pupils to set up their own rules, or standards for
good oral reading. Most of these rules were conclusions reached
by the pupils from hearing the teacher read poems, rhymes, stories,
or facts from a reference book— or from taking part in an oral
reading activity.
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These suggestions by pupils included:
1. Read so everyone can hear you.
2. Read the way you talk.
3. Read each part as you think the character would say it,
4. Make the story interesting,
5. Look at the audience once in a while,
6. Have fun when you read.
Oral reading promotes clear and understandable speech.
In addition, it develops fuller appreciation of some selections
by bringing out the rhythm, cadence, humor and other feelings
for them.
Specific description of the procedure used in teaching
from the basal reader.-The following description gibes specific
examples of purpose, activities, and materials comprising specific
reading experiences, A given reading period lasted approximately
thirty minutes.
Purposes:
1. To guide pupils in an approach to a story,
2, To present vocabulary in a t3pe of context
that will give intrinsic value to the words
Materials Used:
1. Basic Reader: Around Green Hills of the Language
Arts Series, by Emmett A. Betts
2. Words in card holder
3. Pictures other than those in the Basie Reader
This unit was introduced by showing pictures of different
kinds of farms: Dairy farms. Cattle farms, and Fruit farms.
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The pupils indentified the farmhouses, barns, henhouses, and
pastures. Those pupils who had visited or lived on a farm were
encouraged to tell about the farm buildings, animals, and people
they had seen.
All pupils enjoyed finding pictures of farms and country
scenes in old magaLzines, They classified and displayed their
pictures under labels such as; "Little Farms," "Big Farms,"
"Farm Buildings" and "Farm Fun," "In the Country." The pupils
also collected and labeled various farm animals such as horses,
cows, pigs, hens, rabbits and chicks.
Attention was then directed to the reading of the third
unit of stories. It was suggested that some children in Green
Hills met a new friend who lived on a farm. The pupils located
the title of the third unit of stories and found where the farm
was located. The group read the unit title. The picture was
discussed by asking the following questions;
Teacher: Whom do you know in the picture?
Piipils: Penny and Pat
Teacher; Who is the man?
Pupils: The farmer
Teacher: What is the farmer driving?
Pupils: A tractor
Teacher: What is the tractor pulling?
Pupils: A hay wagon
Teacher i Who do you think the boy is in overalls?
You will read about him in the next story
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This lesson began by having the pupils discuss what it
is who likes to live in the country. They were asked how close
the houses axe to each other, and if farm children usually have
as many playmates as city children.
Teacher: In today's story you will meet a boy
who lives in the country. Let's turn
to page 70 to see who he is. What is
the boy’s name in the title of the
story? What are some other words that
begin like his name?
Pupils! Dick, day, down, dog
Teacher: What does the title say about Dick?
Pupils: Dick finds a friend.
The pupils read the page silently to find out if Dick
had many friends in the country. After reading the page, the
pupils were asked to read the sentence that tells his name.
*’What kind of friends did Dick have"? "What kind did he want to
have"? "Why didn't Dick have anything or anyone to play with”?
The following sentence was written on the board: It is
Dick's horse. The pupils were asked to say whose horse the
sentence told about. This was done to help them to see that the
"S" meant that the horse belonged to Dick. Then it was asked
what the 's meant on page 70.
Other words presented in this lesson were as follows:
name road cars
how another
These words were used in sentences such as:
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1. My naxne is Deborah.
2. He was walking down the road.
3. He saw many cars parked outside.
4. How are you feeling today?
5. R^ead us another story.
Word pictures were associated in order to give meaning
to the printed symbols. Flash cards were used after the words
and sentences were presented to see to what extent children had
formed visual images of the words.
Pupils read the rest of the pages to find answers to
specific questions as, "Why did Dick go down the road instead
of visiting the next farm.? What did Dick really like to watch"?
"Why didn’t the cars stop?" "What can Dick do to meet playmates?"
"What was Dick’s problem?" "How did Dick hope to meet a play¬
mate?" "Will his plan work?" "Where is Dick’s stand?" "How
many cars did Dick see?" "Did any of the cars stop?" "Who was
in this car?" ”What did Pat want to know about the flowers?"
"What did Dick want the twins to do?" "Why didn’t they visit the
farm?" "Was Dick happy about meeting Pat and Penny?" "Did Mrs.
Wills like Penny and Pat?" "Why was Dick very pleased that this
car stopped?" "How could the title of this story be changed?"
(One pupil suggested "Dick Finds Two Friends").
After each question was answered the pupils were asked to
select the part of the story they liked best and say it as if
they were story characters.
In rereading the story, the pupils were helped to under¬
stand the order in which things happen in a story. The following
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sentences were written on the blackboard;
(2) Dick liked to look at the cars,
(4) Dick's flower stand was under a big tree.
(1) Dick did not have a boy to play with.
(3) "How can I make the cars stop?" asked Dick.
(5) The twins wanted to buy flowers.
(6) "Come and play all day," said Mrs, Wills,
The pupils were asked to arrange the sentences in order of
what happened first, what happened second, and so on. The numbers
in parentheses indicate the correct order.
To help the children understand the use of "S" the teacher
had them study the following sentences and phrases:
Happy Joe * s horse
Little Joe has a pretty white horse, Jimmy's horse
Little Joe's horse
Jack's airplane
Jack is playing with his airplane. Sue's airplane
Freddie's airplane
Father's toy
Father gave Pepper another toy. Jack's toy
Pepper's toy
The teacher ej<plalned to the group that by adding "s" to
nouns shows possession or ownership.
This exercise was given to help the pupils identify the
vowel sounds in the words name, car, and how. For the word name,
we used game as the oral rh3nalng clue. The rhyming pairt is ame,
the vowel sound, (a). Far was used as the rhyming clue to car
and now for how. The vowel sounds being (ar) and C^u). The
meanings were checked by having the pupils decide which words be¬
longed in each sentence below;
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The twins like to ride in the car.
The first letter of Dick's name is D.
How many letters in your name?
The pupils were asked to illustrate the following phrases:
1. Three animals 4. One boy
2* One car 5. Two beairs
3. Two flowers 6, Three dogs
The pupils had the opportunity to show and tell about
each picture they had drawn and displayed them on the bulletin
board.
To help the pupils read for details and draw conclusions,
the stories below were read and the sentences completed with each
one.
Ted saw a long parade.
There were many circus people and. animals in it.
Now Ted wants to see a circus.
Ted saw a parade,
yard road circus
Mrs, Hill has a garden.
She knows the way to make her garden pretty.
So she works in it all day.
Mrs. Hill likes ^garden.
them our her
Jack called, "Jimmy1 Jimmy I”
Come into my yard to play.
We will have a circus, and you may be the clown.
The circus will be in the ,
Just yard tree
In concluding the story "Dick Finds a Friend," the teacher
and pupils discussed ways in which friendships axe made. The
pupils told what it meant to be a friend to someone. They described
how animals and people can be friends.
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An experience chart was made about making a^d keeping
friends. Suggestions for titles were: "How to Make Friends,”
"How to be a Good Friend," and "Am I a Good Friend?" The title
"How to Make Friends" was chosen, by the group. The experience
included the following:
"How to Make Friends"
Always speak kindly to people.
Give a big ha^py smile.
Be willing to help friends when they need help.
Think of things to do to make others happy.
Always shanre your toys with others
Let friends have first choice in playing games.
To develop further interest in farms, some of Lois Lenski’s
"Corn Farm Boy" stories were read. Other stories read in the
experiment may be foxind in the Appendix.
Other activities common to each group.-The pupils in both
groups used My Wgekly Reader newspaper under the guidance of the
teacher. She emphasized finding main ideas, topic sentences, the
in^jortance of listing ideas in order of their importaince, retelling
the news, description of important new inventions, and con^josing
riddles about the thinks that interest them most in the paper.
The children as a whole especially enjoyed the science sections in
this paper. Many reports were voluntary and reading was given
to the class by different individuals. These activities motivated
the pupils highly, because they were kept abreast of world affairs
as they were printed in the newspaper. This newspaper inspired
some of the children to subscribe for summer copies.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction,-The problem involved in this study was to
compare two methods of teaching reading to first grade pupils
of the Daniel H, Stanton Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia.
The data obtained from the testing periods of this study
were treated statisticaTly and are presented, analyzed and in¬
terpreted in tables and discussions which will follow.
The data of this study are organized and presented in the
following order: (1) distributions followed by comparison of
averages of the two groups during the pre-experimental periods;
(2) comparison of averages of the ejqjerimental period.
The measures of central tendency were interpreted in
grade placements; and the significance of differences between
the means was tested by use of the **t^ required for significance
was found to be 2,76.
Results of performance on Pintner General Ability Test.-
The data on the Intelligence Quotients from the fifteen pupils in
group A, taught by the Individualized technique, and. the fifteen
pupils in Group B taught by the Basal technique are presented in
Table 1.
Individualized technique (Group A),-The intelligence
quotients ranged from a low of 108, to a high of 136; with a
mean of 118.80, a median of 115.50, a standard error of the
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the mean of 1.8. Further, Table 1 shows that 7 or 46.60 per cent
of the subjects scored above the mean, 8 or 53.40 per cent
scored below the mean, and 0 or no per cent scored within the
mean class interval.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS’ INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS








138 - 140 1 6.67 0 0.00
135 - 137 0 0.00 1 6.67
132 - 134 0 0.00 0 0.00
129 - 131 1 6.67 1 6.67
126 - 128 2 13.33 3 20.00
123 - 125 2 13.33 1 6.67
120 - 122 1 6.66 0 0.00
117 - 119 0 0.00 3 20.00
114 - 116 1 6.67 0 0.00
111 - 113 4 26.67 2 13.33
108 - 110 3 20.00 1 6.67
105 - 107 0 0.00 2 13.33
102 - 104 0 0.00 1 6.67

















Basal technique (Group B),-The Intelligence Quotients
ranged from a low of 104, to a high of 137j with a mean of
118,50, a standard deviation of 9,60, and a standard error of
the mean of 2,64. Further, Table 1 shows that 6 or 40 percent
of the subjects scored below the mean or 3 to 20 per cent
scored within the mean class interval. The distribution of
Intelligence Quotients for this group was fairly even.
Comparative Data,-The significant difference between the
Intelligence Quotients for Group A and Group B, taught reading
by Individualized and Group techniques respectively, is presented
in Table 2,
TABLE 2
CCMPARATIVE DATA OBTAINED FROl INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENTS PINTNER CUNNINGHAM PRIMARY
ABILITY TESTS FORM A
Group Number Mean Sigma




A 15 118.80 6.9 1.8
and »o00 3.19 .19
B 15 118.20 9.6 2.65
The mean for Group A was 118.20, with a difference of
,60 in favor of Group A, The standard deviation for Group A
was 6.90j for Group B was 9,60, with a difference of 2.70 in
favor of Group B. The standard error of the mean for Group A
was 1.8, for Group B was 2.64, with a difference of .84 in
favor of Group B. The standard error of the difference between
the means was ,08
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The ”t" of ,19 was not significant, for it was less
than 2,76 at the one per cent level of confidence with 28
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two
sets of Intelligence Quotients was not statistically significant.
Distribution of chronological ages.-The data on
chronological ages from the fifteen pupils in Group A taught by
the Individualized technique and the fifteen pupils in Group B
taught by the Basal technique are presented in Table 3,
Individualized technique (Group A).-The chronological
ages ranged from a low;of 75 months, to a high of 88 months5
with a mean of 80*03 months, a median of 79.50 months a standard
error of the mean 1,10, Further, Table 3 shows that 6 or 40
per cent of the subjects scored above the mean 8 or 53.33 per
cent scored below the mean, and 1 or 6.67 per cent of them scored
within the mean class interval.
The distribution of the chronological ages from this
group Wcis fairly even.
The Basal technique (Group B).-The chronological ages
ranged from a low of 76 months to a high of 85 months; with a
mean of 79,64 months, a median of 80.75 months, a. standard
deviation of 2,88 and standard error of the mean of .77. Further,
Table 3 shows that 8 or 53,33 per cent of the subjects scored
above the mean, 5 or 33,34 per cent scored below the mean, and
2 or 13.33 per cent of them scored within the mean class interval.
The distribution of the chronological ages for this group
was very evenly distributed.
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS’ CHRONOLOGICAL
AGES PINTNER CUNNINGHAM PRIMARY






89 - 90 0 0.00 0 0.00
87 - 88 1 6.67 0 0.00
85 - 86 3 20.00 3 20.00
83 - 84 2 13.33 ' 1 6.67
81 - 82 1 6.67 4 26.67
79 - 80 1 6.67 2 13.33
77 - 78 0 0.00 3 20.00
75 - 76 7 46.66 2 13.33
73 - 74 0 0.00 0 0.00
Total 15 100.00 15 100.00
Range 13 9
Mean 80.03 79.64
Median 79.50 • 80.75
Sigma 4.12 2,88
S.E.m 1,10 .77
The significant differences between the chronological
ages for Group A and B, taught reading by the Individualized
and Basal techniques respectively, is presented in Table 4,
The mean for Group A was 80,03, for Group B was 79.64,
with a difference of ,39 in favor of Group A. The standard
deviation for Group A was 4,12, for Group B it was 2,88, with
a difference of 1.24 in favor of Group A. The standard error
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TABLE 4
CXXVIPARATIVE DATA OBTAINED FROM CHRONOLOGICAL AGES
PINTNER CUNNINGtt\M PRIMARY ABILITY
TEST FORM A
Group Number Mean Sigma
S. E.




A 15 80.03 4.12 1.10
and .30 5.05 .39
B 15 79,64 2.88 .77
of the difference between means was 5.05, The ”t” was found
to be .39. This "t” was not significant for it was less than
2.76 at the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two sets of
chronological ages was not statistically significant.
Distribution of Mental ages.-The data on mental ages
from the fifteen pupils in Group A taught by the Individualized
technique and the fifteen pupils in Group B taught by the Basal
technique are presented in Table 5.
Individualized technique (Group A).-The mental ages
r^ged from a low of 82 months, to a high of 116 monthsj with
a mean of 97,00 months, a median of 94.00 months, a standard
deviation of 11.49, and a standard error of the mean of 3.07,
Further, Table 5 shows that 6 or 40 per cent of the subjects
scored above the mean, 8 or 53.33 per cent scored below the
mean, and 1 or 6.67 per cent of them scored within the mean class




DISTRIBUTION AND REIATK) STATISTICS BASED ON








120 - 122 0 0,00 1 6.67
117 - 119 0 0.00 0 0.00
114 - 116 1 6.66 1 6.67
111 - 113 2 13,33 1 6.67
108 - 110 2 13,33 1 6.67
105 - 107 0 0.00 0 0.00
102 - 104 1 6.67 2 13.33
99 - 101 0 0.00 0 0.00
96 - 98 1 6.67 1 6.67
93 - 95 1 6.67 1 6.67
90 - 92 2 13,33 4 26.67
87 - 89 0 0.00 0 0.00
00 1 86 4 26.67 2 13.33
81 - 83 1 6.67 1 6.66





S E M 3.07 3.08
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The Basal technique (Group B).-The mental ages ranged
from a low of 82 months to a high of 120 months; with a mean of
98.00 months, a median of 94.00, a standard deviation of 11.52
and a standard error of the mean of 3.08. Further, Table 5
shows that 6 or 40 per cent of the subjects scored above the
mean 8 or 53.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 1 or 6.67
per cent of them scored within the mean class interval. The
distribution of mental ages for this group was fairly evenly
distributed.
Comparative data.-The significant differences between
the mental ages for Groups A and B, taught reading by the
Individualized and Basal techniques respectively, is presented
in Table 6.
TABLE 6
COMPARATIVE DATA OBTAINED FROM MENTAL AGES
PINTNER CUNNINGHAM PRIMARY ABILITY
TEST FORM A





A 15 97.00 11.49 3.07 -
and .22 4.35 .23
B 15 98.00 11.52 3.08
The mean for Group A was 97.00; for Group B it was
98.00, with a difference of 1 in favor of Group B. The standard
deviation for Group A was 11.49, for Group B it was 11.52, with
a difference of ,03 in favor of Group B, The standard error
of the differences between means was 4.35. The ”t" was found
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to be .23. This "f' was not significant for it was less than
2.76 at the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two sets of mental
ages was not statistically significant.
Initial results of performance on Gates Primary Word
Recognition Test.-At the beginning of the experiment the two groups
made the following scores on Test 1 of the Gates battery. The
data are reported in Table 7,
Individualized technique (Group A).-The total scores
ranged from a low of 1, to a high of 36j with a mean of 18.94, a
median of 19.00, a standard deviation of 10,3, and a standard
error of the mean of 2,75. Further, Table 7 shows that 7 or
46.65 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, and 1 or
6.67 per cent scored within the mean class interval. The mean
score was equiveilent to a. grade placement of 2,2.
Basal technique (Group B).-The total scores ranged from
a low of O, to a high of 45; with a mean of 17.59, a median of
15.25, a standard deviation of 11.80, and a standard error of
the mean of 3.14, Further, Table 7 shows that 5 or 33.33 per
cent of the subjects scored above the mean; 7 or 46,67 per cent
scored below the mean; and 3 or 20 per cent scored within the
mean class interval. The mean score was equivalent to a grade
placement of 2,2
Comparative data,-The significant difference between the
total scores on the first administration of the Gates Word
Recognition Test for Group A and B, is presented in Table 8.
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS’ INITIAL
PERFORMANCE ON GATES PRIMARY
WORD RECOGNITION TEST FORM~I




45 - 47 1 6.67 1 6.67
36 - .38 1 6.67 1 6.67
33 - 36 0 0.00 0 0.00
30 - 32 1 6.67 1 6.67
27 - 29 2 13.33 1 6.67
24 - 26 1 6.67 0 0.00
21 - 23 2 6.67 2 13.33
18 - 20 1 13.33 1 6.67
15 - 17 2 13.33 2 13.33
12-14 1 6,67 4 26.66
9-11 1 6.67 1 6.67
6-8 0 0.00 0 0.00
3-5 2 13.33 0 0.00
0-2 1 6.66 2 13.33




S E m 2.75 3.14
Grade Placement - 2.2 Grade Placement - 2.2
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TABLE 8
COMPARATIVE DATA ON INITIAL RESCJLTS OF GATES
PRIMARY WORD RECOGNITION TEST
FORM I
Group Number Mean Sigma
S. E.
Mean Mj- Mg Mj^- Mg "t»
A 15 18.94 10.30 2.75
and .32 4.2 .32
B 15 17.59 11.80 3.14
The mean for Group A was 18.94, for Group B it was
17.59, with a difference of 1,35 in favor of Group A. The
standard deviation for Group A was 10.3, for Group B it was
11.80, with a difference of 1.5 in favor of Group B. The
standard error of the difference between the means was 4.2. The
”t” was not significant for it was less than 2.76 at the one per
cent level of confidence with 28 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of total scores was not
statistically significant.
Initial results of performance on Gates Primary Paragraph
Meaning.-The results of performance on Gates Primary Reading Test
Paragraph Meaning Type 2 as indicated by the two groups are
reported in Table 9.
Individualized technique (Group A),-The total scores ranged
from a low of 10, to a high of 24) with a mean of 15.96, a median
of 16.00, a standard deviation of 1.2, and a standard error of
the mean of .32. Further, Table 9 shows that 7 or 46.66 per cent
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of the subjects scored above the mean, 6 or 40 per cent scored
below the mean, 2 or 13.34 per cent scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score was equivalent to a grade placement
of 2.5
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS* PERFORMANCE
ON GATES PRIMARY PARAGRAPH
READING TEST FORM I
Raw Scores Group J Group P
Number Percentages Number Percentages
24 - 25 1 6.67 1 6.66
22 - 23 1 6.67 1 6.67
20 - 21 2 13.33 0 0.00
18 - 19 3 20.00 1 6.67
16 - 17 2 13,33 1 6.67
14 - 15 3 20.00 3 20.00
12 - 13 2 13.33 5 33.33
10 - 11 1 6.67 1 6.67
8-9 0 0.00 1 6.67
6-7 0 0.00 1 6.66





S Em .32 ,35
Grade Placement - 2.5 Grade P1acement - 2,4
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Basal technique (Group B),-The total scores ranged from
a low of 6, to a high of 24j with a mean of 15.00, a median of
13.84, a standard deviation of 1.3, and a standard error of the
of the mean of ,35. Further, Table 9 shows that 4 or 26.66
per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, and 8 or 53.34
per cent scored below the mean, and 3 or 20 per cent scored
within the mean class interval. The mean score was equivalent
to a grade placement of 2,4.
Comparative data^-The significant differences between
the total scores on the first administration of the Gates
Paragraph Meaning Test for Group A and B, is presented in Table
10.
The mean for Group A was 15.96, for Group B it was 15.00,
with a difference of .96 in favor of Group A. The standard
deviation for Group A was 1.2, for Group B it was 1.3, with a
difference of .1 in favor of Group B. The standard error of the
difference between the means was ,60. The "t” was foxind to be 1.6.
TABLE 10
COMPARATIVE DATA CM INITIAL RESULTS OF
GATES PRIMARY READING TEST
FORM I





A 15 15.96 1.2 .32
and .20 .60 1.6
B 15 15.00 1.3 .35
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This ”t” was not significant for it was less than 2,76 at the
one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the difference between the two sets of total, score
was not statistically significant.
Initial results of performance on Dolch Basic Sight
Word Test,- The results of performance on Dolch Sight Word Test
as indicated by the two groups are reported in Table 11.
Inidivdualized technique (Group A),-The total scores
ranged from a low of 69, to a high of 108} with a mean of 85,35,
a median of 83.25, a standard deviation of 14,5, and a standard
error of the mean of 3.9. Further, Table 11 shows that 7 or
46.66 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 6 or 40
per cent scored below the mean, and 2 or 13.34 per cent scored
within the mean class interval.
Basal technique (Group B).-The total scores tanged from
a low of 55, to a high of llOj with a mean of 83.40, a median of
90.40, a standard deviation of 18.5, and a standard error of the
mean of 5.3, Further, Table 11 shows that 5 or 33,33 per cent
of the subjects scored above the mean, 7 or 46.67 scored below
the mean, and 3 or 20 per cent scored within the mean class
interval.
Comparative data.-The significant difference between the
total scores on the first administration of the Dolch Sight Word
Test for Group A and B, is presented in Table 12.
The mean for Group A was 85,35, for Group B it was 83.40,
with a difference of 1,95 in favor of Group A. The standaird
deviation dfibr Group A was 14.5, for Group B it was 18.5, with a
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS* INITIAL







110 - 114 0 0.00 1 6.67
105 - 109 3 20.00 1 6.67
100 - 104 1 6.66 1 6.67
95 - 99 1 6.67 2 13.33
90 - 95 1 6.67 3 20.00
1IT)00 89 0 0.00 0 0.00
80 - 84 2 13.33 0 0.00
75 - 79 3 20.00 2 13.33
1O 74 1 6.67 0 0.00
65 - 69 3 20.00 2 13.33
60 - 64 0 0.00 0 0.00
55 - 59 0 0.00 3 20.00





S E m 3.9 5.3
difference of 4 in favor of Group B. The standard error of
difference between the means was 6.58. The *'t*' was found to be
ii^significant for it was less than 2,76 at the one per cent
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TABLE 12
comparative data on initial results of
DOLCH BASIC SIGHT WORD TEST
Group Number Mean Sigma i?eekn* "t»»
A
and
15 85.35 14.5 3.9
.94 6.58 .29
B 15 83.40 18.5 5.3
level of confidence with 28 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of total scores was not
statistically significant.
Initial results of performance on fAccuracy) Gilmore
Oral Reading Tests. Form A.-The initiail results of performance
of (Accuracy) Gilmore Oral Reading Test, Form A as indicated
by the two groups are reported in table 13.
Individualized technique (Group A).-The grade placements
ranged from a low of 2.3, to a high of 4.0; with a mean of 2.59,
a median of 2.23, a standard deviation of .60, and a standard
error of the mean of .16. Further, Table 13 shows that 4 or
26.66 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 9 or 60
per cent scored below the mean, and 2 ox 13.34 per cent scored
within the mean class interval.
Basal technique (Group B).-The grade placements ranged
from a low of 1.0 to a high of 3.3; with a mean of 2.1, a
median of 1.83, a standard deviation of .60, and a standard error
of the mean of .16. Further, Table 13 shows that 4 or 26.66 per
cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 9 or 60 per cent
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TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS' INITIAL
PERFORMANCE ON (ACCURACY) GILMORE






4.0 - 4.4 0 0.00 0 0.00
3.5 - 3.9 0 0.00 0 0.00
3.0 - 3.4 4 26.67 1 6.67
2.5 - 2.9 2 13.33 3 20.00
2.0 - 2.4 4 26.67 2 13.33
1.5 - 1.9 4 26.67 6 40.00
1.0 - 1.4 1 6.66 3 20.00





S E m .16 .16
scored below the meah, and 2 or 13.34 per cent scored within
the mean class interval.
Comparative data.-The significant difference between
grade placements on the first administration of the Gilmore
Oral Test for Group A and B, is presented in Table 14.
The mean for Group A was 2.59, for Group B it was 2.1,
with a difference of .49 in favor of Group A, The standard
§5
XAJBLE 14
CC»1PARA.TIVE DATA ON INITIAL RESULTS OF
(ACX;URACY) GimORE ORAL READING
TEST





A 15 2.59 .60 .16
and .22 .57 .26
B 15 2.10 .60 .16
deviation for Group A was .60, for Group B it was .60, without
a difference. The standard error of the difference between
the means was .57. The ”t” was fotmd to.be insignificant be¬
cause it was less than 2.76 at the one per cent level of
confidence with 28 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference
between the two sets of grade placements was not statistically
significant.
Initial results of performance on (Comprehension)
Oral Reading Test Form A.-The initial results of performance on
Gilmore Oral Comprehension Test Form A as indicated by the two
groups are reported in Table 15.
Individualized technique (Group A).-The grade placements
ranged from a low of 1.0, to a high of 3.3; with a mean of
2.1, a median of 1.9, a standard deviation of .60 and a standard
error of the mean of .16, Further, Table 15 shows that 5 or
33.33 per cent scored above the mean, 8 or 53.33 per cent scored
below the mean, and 2 or 13.34 per cent scored within the mean
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS’ INITIAL PERFORMANCE
ON (COMPREHENSION) GILMORE ORAL






4.0 - 4.4 0 0.00 0 0.00
3.5 - 3.9 0 0.00 1 6.67
3.0 - 3.4 1 6.67 0 0.00
2.5 - 2.9 4 26.67 1 6.67
2.0 - 2.4 2 13.33 3 20.00
1.5 - 1.9 5 33.33 3 20.00
1.0 - 1.4 3 20.00 7 46.66
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class interval. The mean of 2.1 indicates a grade place-
ment index of 2.1 which was ,6 above the norm of expectancy
in the oral comprehension.
Basal Technique (Group B).-The grade placements ranged
from a low of 1.0, to a high of 3.5j with a mean of 1.75, a
median of 1.54, a standard deviation of .70, and a standard
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error of the mean of .20. Further, Table 15 shows that 5 or
33.33 per cent scored above the mean, 7 or 46.67 per cent
scored below the mean and 3 or 20 per cent scored within the
mean class interval.
Comparative data.-The significant difference between
grade placements on the first administration of the Gilmore
Oral Test for Group A ^d Group B, is presented in Table 16.
TABLE 16
COMPARATIVE DATA ON INITIAL RESULTS OF
(COMPREHENSION) GILMORE ORAL
READING TEST




Mj^- M2 Mj^- Mg ”t”
A 15 2.1 .60 .16
and .25 .60 .58
B 15 1.75 .70 .20
The mean for Group A was 2.1, for Group B it was 1.75,
with a difference of ,35 in favor of Group A. The standard
deviation for Group A was .60, for Group B it was .70, with a
difference of ,10 in favor of Gbroup B, The standard error of
the difference between the means was .60. The ”t” was foitnd
to be unsignificant at .58. It was less than 2.76 at the one
per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the difference on the variable of oral comprehension
between the two sets of grade placements was not statistically
significant.
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Final results of performances on Gates Advanced Primary
Word Recognition Test.-At the end of the ejqserlment the groups
made the following scores on Test Xype 1 of the Gates Battery,
These data are reported In Table 17.
Individualized Technique (Group A),-The total final
scores ranged from a low of 5, to A high of 29j with a mean
of 13.00, a median of 13.00, a standard deviation of 5.7, and
a standard error of the mean of 1.6. Further, Table 17 shows
that 6 or 40 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean,
6 or 40 per cent scored below the mean and 3 or 20 per cent
scored within the mean class Interval. The mean score was
equivalent to a grade placement of 2,7. From these statistics
and accompanying percentages it was concluded that the distri¬
bution was fairly normal. The mean score was equivalent to
a grade placement of 2.7. It is also indicated that this group
showed improvement of 2 months over the initial grade place¬
ment of 2.5.
Basal technique (Group B).-The total scores ranged from
a low of O, to a high of 29j with a mean of 9.1, a median of
6.25, a standard deviation of 7.4, and a standard error of
the mean of 2,1, Further, Table 17 shows that 4 or 26.67 per
cent of the subjects scored above the me^, 9 or 60 per cent
scored below the mean and 2 or 13,33 per cent scored within
the mean class interval. The mean grade placement was 2.4.
From these statistics and accompanying percentages it was con¬
cluded that the distribution was negatively skewed. The mean
score was equivalent to a grade placement of 2.4. It also
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS* FINAL PERFORMANCE








27 - 29 1 6.67 1 6.67
24 - 26 0 0.00 1 6.67
21 - 23 0 0.00 0 0.00
18 - 20 1 6.67 0 0.00
15 - 17 4 26.67 0 0.00
12 - 14 3 20.00 2 13.33
9-11 2 13.33 2 13.33
6-8 3 20.00 2 13.33
3-5 1 6.66 5 33.34
0-2 0 0.00 2 13.33
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Grade Placement 2.7 Grade Placement 2,4
indicated that this group did not show any improvement over
the initial grade placement.
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Comparative data.-The significant difference between
the total scores on the final administration of the Gates
Advanced Primary Word Recognition Test for Groups A and B, is
presented in Table 18.
The mean for Group A was 13.00, for Group B was 9.1,
with a difference of 3.9 in favor of Group A, The standard
deviation for Group A was 5.7, for Group B it was 7.4, with a
difference of 1.7 in favor of Group B. The standard error of
the difference between the means was 7,6, The *'t” was found
to be ,51. This ”t” was not significant for it was less than
2,76 at the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two sets of
total scores was not statistically significant.
Final results of performances on Gates Advanced Par¬
agraph Reading Test Form 2.-The results of final performance
on Gates Advanced Paragraph Reading Test T3;pe 2 are reported
in Table 19.
Individualized technique (Group A),-The total final
scores ranged from a low of 6, to a high of 15 j with a mean of
11,5, a median of 11.7, a standard deviation of 2.74, and a
standard error of the mean of ,80. Further, Table 19 shows
that 8 or 53,33 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean,
4 or 26.67 per cent scored below the mean, and 3 or 20 per
cent scored within the mean class interval, Fromthese statistics
and acconpanying percentages it was concluded that the distrib¬
ution was positively skewed. The mean score was equivalent to
a grade placement of 2.6, It also indicated that this group
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TABLE 18
CCMPARATIVB DATA ON FINAL RESULTS OF
GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY WORD
RECOGNITION TEST
Group Number Mean Sigma
S, B. S. E,
Mean M^^- M^ M^ ♦»t"
A 15 13.00 5.7 1.6
and .97 7,6 .51
B 15 9.1 7.41
showed improvement of one month over the initial grade place¬
ment of 2.5,
Basai technique (Group B).-The final total scores
ranged from a low of 3, to a high of 15j with a mean of 4.36,
a median of 5,75, a standard deviation of 3.80, and a. standard
error of the mean of 1.09, Further, Table 19 shows that 8 or
53,33 per cent scored above the mean, 5 or 33,33 per cent of
the subjects scored below the mean and 2 or 13,34 per cent
scored within the mean class interval. From these statistics
and accompan3ring percentages it was concluded that the distrib¬
ution was fairly normal. The mean score was equivalent to a
grade placement of 2,2, It also Indicated that the initial
group showed two months over the finail grade placement.
Con^arative data.-The significant difference between
the total scores on the final administration of the Gates
Advanced Primary Paragraph Reading Test for Groups A and B, is
presented in Table 20.
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TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS* FINAL PERFORMANCE ON







16 - 17 1 6.67 0 0.00
15 - 15 2 13.33 2 13.33
12 - 13 5 33.34 0 0.00
10 - 11 3 20.00 1 6.67
8-9 3 20.00 1 6.67
6-7 1 6.66 4 26.67
4-5 0 0.00 2 13.33
2-3 0 0.00 5 33.33
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Grade Placement 2.8 Grade PIacement 2.2
The mean for Group A was 11.5, for Group B it was 4.36^
with a difference of 7,14 in favor of Group A. The standard
deviation for Group A was 2.74, for Group B it was 3.80, with a
difference of 1.06 in favor of Group B. The standard error of
the difference between the means was 1,4. The ”t” was found to
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TABLE 20
CCMPARATIVB DATA ON FINAL RESULTS OF GATES
ADVANCED PRIMARY PARAGRAPH
REDING TEST
Group Number Mean Sigma
S. E.
Mean “i- ”2 «i-\ nt«
A 15 11,5 2,74 .80
and 5.28 1.4 5.24
B 15 4,36 3.80 1.09
be 5,24. This "t” was significant for it was greater than
2.76 at the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two sets
of total scores was statistically significant.
Final results of performances on the Dolch Basic Sight
Word Test.-The results of final performance on Dolch Basic
Sight Word Test are reported in Table 21.
Individualized technique (Group A).-The total final scores
ranged from a low of 56, to a high of 110j with a mean of 92,5,
a median of 93,25, a standard deviation of 15,30, and a standard
error of the mean of 4.4. Further, Table 21 shows that 7 or 46.66
per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 6 or 40 per cent
scored below the mean and 2 or 13.34 per cent scored within the
mean class interval. From these statistics and accompanying
percentages it was concluded that the distribution was fairly
normal. It also indicated that this group showed improvement
over the initial test.
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TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS* FINAL PERFORMANCES ON






110 - 114 3 20.00 1 6.67
105 - 109 1 6.67 1 6.67
100 - 104 2 13.33 2 13.33
95 - 99 1 6.67 2 13.33
90 - 95 2 13.33 1 6.67
85 - 89 1 6.67 1 6.67
80 - 84 2 13.33 4 26.67
75 - 79 2 13.33 0 0.00
1o 74 0 0.00 0 0.00
65 - 69 0 0.00 1 6.66
60 - 64 0 0.00 2 13.33
55 - 59 1 6.67 0 0.00













Basal technique (Group B),-The final total scores ranged
from a low of 61 to a high of llOj with a mean of 87.65, a median
75
of 87.00, a standard deviation of 15.25, and a standard error of
the mean of 4,4. Further, Table 21 shows that 7 or 46.67 per
cent scored above the mean, 7 cr 46.67 per cent scored below the
mean, and 1 or 6.66 per cent scored within the mean class
interval. From these statistics and acconqjanying percentages
it was concluded that the distribution was fairly normal. The
mean score indicated, that this group showed improvement over
the initial test performance.
Comparative data.-The significant difference between the
total scores on the Dolch Sight Word Test for Groups A and B,
is presented in Table 22.
TABLE 22
CCMPAEATIVB DATA CSN FINAL RESULTS OF
DOLOB BASIC SIGHT WORD TEST




’^l" “2 ^l" ^2 «t«
A 15 92.50 15.30 4.4
and .62 6.30 .73
B 15 87.65 15.25 4.4
The mean for Group A was 92.50, for Group B it was
87,65, with a difference of 4.95 in favor of Group A, The
standard deviation for Group A was 15.30, for Group B it was
15.25, with a difference of .05 in favor of Group A. The
standard error of the difference between the means was 6,30.
The ”t” was found to be ,73, This ”t” was not significant for
it was less than 2,76 at the one per cent level of confidence,
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with 28 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between
the two sets of total scores was statistically insignificant.
Final results'of performances on QAccuracy) Gilmore
Oral Reading Test Form B,-The results of performance on (Accuracy)
Gilmore Oral Reading Test Form B are reported in Table 23.
Individualized technique (Gfoup A).-The total final grade
placements ranged from a low of 1.0 to a high of 3.3) with a
mean of 2.9, a median of 2.86, a standard deviation of .48, and
a standard error of the mean of .14, Further, Table 23 shows
that 6 or 40 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 1
or 6.67 per cent scored below the mean, and 8 or 53.33 per cent
scored within the mean class interval. From these statistics
and accompanying percentages it was concluded that the distrib¬
ution was slightly positively skewed. The meein grade place¬
ment Indicated that this group showed improvement of three months
over the initial grade placement of 2.59,
Basal technique (Group B),-The grade placements ranged
from a low of 2.1 to a high of 4,3; With a mean of 3.1, a median
of 2.81, a standard deviation of .52, a standard error of the
mean of ,15. Further, Table 23 shows that 3 or 20 per cent of
thq subjects scored above the mean, 10 or 66.66 per cent scored
below the mean, and 2 or 13,34 per cent scored within the mean
class interval. From these statistics and acconqjanying percent¬
ages it was concluded that the distribution was fairly normal.
The mean grade placement indicated that this group showed nine
months over the initial grade placement of 2.1.
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TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY









4,0 - 4.4 1 6.67 1 6.67
3.5 - 3.9 1 6,67 2 13.33
3.0 - 3.4 4 26.66 2 13,33
2,5 - 2.9 8 63,33 9 60.00
2.0 - 2.4 1 6.67 1 6,67
1.5 - 1.9 0 0.00 0 0.00
1.0 - 1.4 0 0.00 0 0.00
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Comparative data.-The significant difference between the
total grade placements on the final administration of the Gilmore
Accuracy Test Type 1 for Groups A and B, is presented in Table 24.
The mean for Group A was 2.9, for Group B it was 3.1j
with a difference of .2 in favor of Group B. The standard
deviation for Group A was ,48, for Group B it was .52, with a
difference of .04 in favor of Group B, The standard error of
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TABLE 24
COMPARATIVE DATA ON FINAL RESULTS OP (ACCURACY)
GILMORE ORAL READING TEST FORM B
Group Number Mean Sigma
S. E.






A 15 2,9 .48 .14
and -.72 .54 .04
B 15 3.1 .52 .15
the difference- between the means was ,54. The ”t” was found
to be .04. This ”t" was not significant for it was less than
2.76 at the one percent level of confidence with 28 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, the difference between the two sets of
total scores was not statistically significant.
Final results of performance on (Comprehension) Gilmore
Oral Reading Test Form B.-The results of final performances on
the Gilmore Oral Comprehension Test From B as indicated by the
two groups are reported in Table 25,
Individualized technique (Group A).-The total grade
placements ranged from a low of 1.3 to a high of 3.7| with a
mean of 2.65, a median of 2.60, a standard deviation of ,69 and
a standard error of the mean of ,19. Further, Table 25 shows
that 6 or 40 per cent scored above the mean, 4 or 26,66 per
cent scored below the mean, and 5 or 33,34 per cent scored with¬
in the mean class interval. From these statistics and
accon^anylng percentages it was concluded that the distribution
was fairly normal. The mean grade placement Indicated that the
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TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED STATISTICS BASED ON THIRTY
FIRST GRADE PUPILS’ FINAL PERFORMANCE ON







4.0 - 4,4 2 13.33 0 0.00
3.5 - 3.9 1 6.67 1 6,67
3.0 - 3.4 3 20.00 1 6.67
2.5 - 2.9 5 33.33 2 13.33
2.0 - 2,4 3 20.00 6 40.00
1.5 - 1.9 1 6.67 4 26.67
1.0 - 1.4 0 0.00 1 6.66
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group showed five months over the initial grade placement of
2.1.
Basal technique (Group B),-The grade placements ranged
from a low of 1.5 to a high of 3.9j with a mean of 2.2, a median
2.1, a standard deviation of .60 and a standard error of the
mean of .17. Further, Table 25 shows that 4 or 26,67 per cent
scored above the mean, 5 or 33.33 per cent scored below the mean,
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and 6 or 40 per cent scored within the mean cla3S Interval.
From these statistics and accompanying percentages it was
concluded that the disiiribution was fairly normal. The mean
grade placement indicated that this group showed improve¬
ment of four months over the initial grade placement of 1,75.
Comparative data.-The significant difference between
the total grade placements on the final administration of the
Gilmore Oral Comprehension Test Form B for Groups A and B, is
presented in Table 26.
TABLE 26
COMPARATIVE DATA ON FINAL RESULTS OF
CCMPREHENSION GILMORE ORAL
READING TEST FORM B






A 15 2,65 .69 .19
and .26 .60 .75
B 15 2.20 .60 ,17
The mean for Group A was 2.65, for Group B it was
2.2} with a difference of ,45 in favor of Group A, The standard
deviation for Group A was .69, for Group B it was ,60j with a
difference of ,09 in favor of Group A, The standard error of the
difference between the means waa .60. The ”t” was found to be
.75, This ”t” was not significant for it was less than 2.76 at
the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the difference between the two sets of total grade
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placements wais not statistically significant.




Basic design and methodology.-This study wats an experiment
to compare the difference, if any, in the influence of basal and
individualized reading upon growth in certain reading skills
among thirty first grade pupils.
The purposes of this study were as followst
1. To determine the level of intelligence of thirty
first grade pupils.
2. To compare the two groups on general levels of
achievement in oral reading.
3. To compare the two groups on general levels of
achievement in silent reading.
4. To compare the oral and silent reading comprehension
of two groups of first grade pupils,
5. To compare accuracy in word recognition and word mean¬
ing of the two groups in oral and silent reading
respectively.
6. To determine implications and recommendations for the
Improvement of instruction in reading which may accrue
from this study.
This study was limited to the thirty first-grade pupils
of Daniel H. Stanton Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia. It was
an attempt to determine the relative effectiveness of basail and
Individualized reading instruction uj>on growth in comprehension
and word recognition in silent and oral reading. The experiment




In order to accomplish the desired ends, the writer
had to acquaint herself with literature pertinent to the inves¬
tigation.
A review of the literature disclosed several viewpoints
which prompted considerable study of individualized and basal
techniques of reading.
In the area of reading, four basic elements are essential
in readiness for reading. They are outlined as visual and au¬
ditory discrimination of word elements, interest in books and
printed words, aud the ability to maintaiu attention.
In conderation of basal reading material, the grade
designation of a book does not indicate a standard that all the
children are expected to achieve over a given period of time.
Quite obviously an able reader should progress through the learn¬
ing experiences provided by a specific basal reader as rapidly
as he can acquire the skills and abilities that the book is design¬
ed to teach.
In any reading program, there should be provisions for
adsgpting Instruction to individual differences. To make this ad¬
justment, the teacher must know how pupils differ and this
requires evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of each and
every pupil in a class.
Some writers suggest that the program of individualized
instruction involves a pattern of those procedures which have
been found to be efficient and sound.
In the area of related studies, recent reports were
presented concerning individualized and basal instruction. One
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significant study emphasized that the school should consider
seriously the up-grading of a program which will stress skills
in reading procedures from the period of reading readiness
through the grades.
The subjects involved in this study were thirty first
grade pupils, consisting of fifteen individualized readers and
fifteen basal readers during the term, 1963-64.
The instruments were:
1, Pintner-Cunningham Mental Ability Test Form A
2, Gates Primary Reading Tests, Type PWR, and PPR
3, Gilmore Oral Reading Tests, Forms A and B
4, Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests, Forms
AWR and APR
5, Dolch Basic Sight Word Test
These five tests used in this study were administered by
the writer according to the instructions accompanying the manual.
The data derived from administering the tests were analyzed and
interpreted statistically.
The procedure of the ejqperiment included the specific
steps that follow:
1, Permission to conduct this study was obtained from
the proper school authorities,
2, The consent and cooperation were sought of all pairents
of the pupils selected for this study,
3, The related literature pertinent to this study was
reviewed, summarized, and organized for presentation
in the finished thesis copy,
4, The Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Ability Tests
were administered to all pupils. The scores were
arranged in descending order. On the basis of the
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results of this test the thirty subjects were select¬
ed and divided into two groups of fifteen each.
5, The Gates Primary Reading Tests, Types PWR, PPR, were
administered to all subjects to indicate their silent
reading achievement.
6, The Gilmore Oral Reading Tests were administered to
all subjects to determine their oral reading perform¬
ance.
7, The Dolch Basic Sight Word Tests were administered
to the subjects to determine their word recognition.
8, Special reading activities were planned and carried
out by the experimental groups,
9, The control group had planned reading activities
from the basal text,
10. After ten weeks of instruction, both groups were
retested using another form of the three tests,
11. The data were assembled, tabulated, analyzed, and
interpreted with the necessary computations.
12. The conclusions, implications, and recommendations
presented in this chapter were based upon the find¬
ings of this study.
Significant findings.-The following significant findings
were applicable to the findings within the two groups:
1. A comparison of the intelligence quotients of Group
A and Group B from the Plntner Cunningham General
Ability Test revealed an equated mean of 118,50,
an equated standard deviation of 8.25, and an
equated standard error of the mean of 6.48. Further,
the mean for Group A was 118.80, for Group B, it was
118.20, with a difference of .60 in favor of Group
A, The standard deviation for Group A was 6.90,
for Group B it was 9,60, with a difference of 2.70
in favor of Group B. The standard error of the
mean for Group A was 1.8, for Group B it was 2.64,
with a difference of .84 in favor of Group B. The
standard error of the difference between the two
means was ,08. This **t” was not significant, for
it was less than 2.76 at the one per cent level of
confidence with 28 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of intelligence
quotients was not statistically significant for these
two grovps of pupils.
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2, A comparison of the chronological ages of Group and
Group B revealed that the mean for Group A was
80.03, for Group B It was 79,64, with a difference
of .39 In favor of Group A. The standard deviation
for Group A was 4.12, for Group B It was 2.88, with
a difference of 1.24 In favor of Group A. The
stayndard error of the difference between the means
was 5.05, The ”t” was found to be .39. This "t”
was not significant for It was less than 2,76 at
the one per cent level of confidence with 28 degrees
of freedom.
3, A comparison of the mental ages of Group A and Group
B revealed that the mean for Group A was 97.00, for
Group B It was 98.00, with a difference of 1 In favor
of Group B, The standard deviation for Group A was
11,49, for Group B It was 11,52, with a difference
of ,03 In favor of Group B. The standaird error of
the difference between the two means was 4.35. The
”t'' was not significant for It was less than 2.76
at the one per cent level of confidence with 28
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference be¬
tween the two sets of mental ages was not statis¬
tically significant,
4, According to the comparative data concerning Group
A and Group B on the first administration of the
Gates Primary Word Recognition Test, Type I, there
was a difference between the means of 1.26. When
this difference was divided by the standard error of
the difference between the means, the resulting ”t”
was .72, and was not significant at the one per cent
level of freedom. However, the means of Groups A
and Group B Indicated a grade Index of 2,2 which was
,7 above the norm of expectancy In the word recogni¬
tion for both groups,
5, According to the comparative data concerning Group
A and B, on the first administration of the Gates
Primary Paragraph Meaning Test, Type 2, Indicated
a difference between the means of .96 in favor of
Group A, The "t’’ for these data was 1.6, which was
not significant. However, the mean for Group A
indicated a grade index of 2,5, which was .8 above
the norm of expectancy in paragraph meaning.
Further, the mean of Group B indicated a grade index
of 2,4, which was ,7 above the norm of expectancy
in paragra^jh meaning. More specifically, the gains
were found to be in favor of Group A,
6, A comparison of the Groups A and B on the final
administration of the Gates Advanced Primary Word
Recognition Test, Tj^se I, indicated a difference
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between the means of 3.9, In favor of Group A, The
«t” for these data was .51, which was not significant
However, the mean of Group A indicated a grade index
of 2.7, which was 1 year above the norm of expect¬
ancy in Word Recognition. Further, the mean of
Group B indicated a grade index level of 2.4, which
was .7 above the norm esqsectancy in paragraph mean¬
ing. More specifically, the gain was in favor of
Group A.
7. A comparison of the Groups, A and B on the first
administration of Dolch Basic Sight Word Test in¬
dicated a difference between the means of 1.95. The
”t” for these data was .29, which was not significant
A comparison of the Groups A and B, on the final
administration of Dolch Basic Sight Word Test, in¬
dicated a difference between the means of 4.85.
The ”t” for these data was .73, which was not signif¬
icant,
8. A comparison of the Groups A and B on the filial
administration of the Gates Advanced Primary Para¬
graph Meajaing Test, Type 2, indicated a difference
between the means of 7,4 in favor of Group A.
The ”t" for these data was 5,24, which was not signif
icant. This result was far above the required ratios
and indicated that this difference was in favor of
Group A.
9. A comparison of Groups A and B on the first adminis¬
tration of the Gilmore Oral Word Accuracy Test, in¬
dicated a difference between the means of .49. The
’’t" for these data was ,26, which was not signif¬
icant. However, the mean of Group A indicated a
grade index of 2.59, which was .9 above the norm of
expectancy in oral word accuracy. Further, the mean
of Group B indicated a grade index of 2.1, which
was .4 above the norm of expectancy on oral word ac¬
curacy. More specifically, the gain was in favor
of Group A.10.A comparison of the Groups A and B, on the final
administration of Gilmore Oral Word Accuracy Test
indicated a difference between the means of .2 in
favor of Group B. The ”t" for these data was ,04,
which was not significant. However, the mean of
Group A indicated a grade index of 2.9, which was
1.2 above the norm of expectancy in oral word ac¬
curacy. Further, the mean of Group B indicated a
grade index of 3.1, which was 1.4 above the norm of
expectancy in oral word accuracy. More specifically
the gain was in favor of Group B,
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11. A comparison of the Groups A and B, on the initial
administration of Gilmore Oral Comprehension Test,
Type 2, indicated a difference of .35 in favor of
Group A, The "t” for these data was .58, which
was not significant. However, the mean of Group A
indicated a grade index df 2.1, which was .4 above
the norm of expectancy in oral comprehension.
Further, the mean of Group B indicated a grade in¬
dex of 1.8, which was .1 in oral comprehension.
More specifically, the gains were in favor of Group
A,
12. A comparison of the Groups A and B, on the final
administration of Gilmore Oral Comprehension, Test 1,
Type 2, indicated a difference of .45 in favor of
Group A, The "t" for these data was .75, which was
not significant. However, the mean of Group A in¬
dicated a grade index of 2.65, which was ,95 above
the norm of esqjectsoicy in oral comprehension.
Further, the mean of Group B indicated a grade index
of 2.2, which was ,8 above the norm of ejqjectancy
in oral comprehension. More specifically, the gain
was in favor of Group A.
Conclusions.-The following conclusions were drawn from
the above analysis and interpretation of the data in the present
research.
1, The high mean intelligence quotients of both groups
indicated a high level of intelligence. A lower
standard deviation of Group A, indicated that the
experimental group was more homogeneous with
respect to performcince than Group B, the control
group. The range of both groups indicated a degree
of hetergeneity. Further, the high Intelligence
Ciuotients were not surprising, since the subjects
were the top in each class.
2, The Individualized and the Basal reader groups con¬
sistently gained during the period of experimentation!
however, the experimental group had higher numerical
gains than did the control group.
3, The final results on Gates Advanced Primary Paragraph
Reading Test indicated that Group A, the experi¬
mental group, gaiined significantly more than Group
B, the control group. Further, the final results
indicated a grade placement of 2,8, which was 1.1
beyond the norm of expectancy of paragraph read-
for both groups.
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4. The Individualized reading group, compared with a
similar but non individuailized reading group had on
the average, gained more in reading test scores.
5. The final results on Gates Advanced Primary Word
Becognition Tests indicated that the individualized
reading group showed progress, but not statisticailly
significant among observed differences.
6. The final results on (Accuracy) Gilmore Oral Beading
Test indicated that the individualized reading group
and the basal reading group showed progress, but no
statistical significance among the observed differences.
7. The final results on (Comprehension) Gilmore Oral
Beading Tests indicated that the individualized reading
group and the basal reading group showed progress,
but no statistical significance among the observed
differences.
8. The final results on Dolch Basic Sight Word Tests
indicated that the individualized reading group and
the basal reading group showed progress, but no
statisticeuL significance among the observed differenc¬
es.
Implications for educational theory and practice.-The
lB5>lications that grew out of the conclusions arei
1. There is evidence to show the desirability of the
present developmental program planned to meet the
individual needs and differences of the pupils of
this group,
2, There is evidence to show that both the individualized
and group procedures in teaching reading have advan¬
tages ,
3, For the children who are among the ablest readers,
individualized reading instruction tends to increase
average levels of achievement over basal reading
Instruction and to widen the range of individual-
achievement .
4. The findings show that research into the differences
in classroom practices would be worth while in the
improvement of reading programs.
Recommendations.-The findings, conclusions and implications
are basic to the following recommendations:
90
1. For higher reading achievement among the more able
first grade pupils, the reading program should be
divided so as to allow about half the time for
each approach — a basic reader program and an in¬
dividualized program,
2. Effective skills of word attac'. should be taught*
The studybooks designed to parallel the basic reader
programs should be used and the skills should be
taught systematically.
3, Pupil motives for reading should be activated and
honored differently in both situations.
4, The staff members of Daniel H. Stanton Elementary
School should be specifically interested in or
should systematiceilly familiarize themselves with
newer techniques and procedures which might enhance
reading growth and development,
5, That the subjects of this study be challenged to
reach levels of reading achievement through
generous supply of appropriate materials and varied
methods.
6. That a follow-up of these pupils be initiated in
order to determine possible effects of the experi¬
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BOOKS READ BY TEiE INDIVIDUALIZED GROUP
Brockj Emma L, One Little Indian Boy 2-1
Brown, Margared Wise Big Red Barn 1-3
Bonsall, Crosby Who*s A Pet? 1-2
Bonsall, Crosby Tell Me Some More 1-2
Claire, Bovan Busy Bodies 3-1
Cameron, Polly I Can*t Said The Ant 2-3
Chalmers, Mary Happy Birthday Present 1-2
Chalmers, Mary Boat Finds A House 1-2
Chandler, Eda Cowboy Andy 2-1
Dolch, E. D, Once There Was an Elephant 2-2
DuPree, Romona Too Many Dogs 1-2
Eastman, P. D. Are You My Mother? 1-2
Eastman, P. D. Go, Dog Go 1-2
Eastman, P. D. Sam and the Firefly 1-2
Elkins, Benjamin The Big Jump and Other 2-1
Stories
Elkins, Benjamin The King^s Wish 2-1
Farley, Walter Little Black Pony 1-2
Fine, Aaron Peter Plants A Pocketful 1-3
Fleuridas, Ellie I Learn to Swim 1-3
Francoise The Things I like 2-2
Frazier, H. Our Home and Our School 3-1
Gladone, Paul The House That Jack Built 1-3
Gladone, Paul Old Mother Hubbard and 1-2
Her Dog
Gay, Zhenya What*s Your Name? 1-2
Georglady & Romajna Gertie The Duck 2 - 1
Cleaves Tip and Dip 3 - 1
Gramatky, H. Hercules 2 - 4
Greene, Carla I Want to be A Baker 1 - 3
Greene, Carla I Want to be A Cowboy 1 - 3
Green, Carla I Want to be An Engineer 1 - 3
Greene, Carla I Want to be A Nurse 1 - 3
Greene, Carla I Want to be a Policeman 1 - 3
Guilfoile, E. Nobody Listens to Andrew 1 - 3
Hastings, Evelyn All Kinds of Days 3 - 1
Hefflefinger, Jane About Firemen 1 - 3
Hoff, Sydney Chester 1 - 2
Hoff, Sydney The Four Friends 2 - 2
Hoff, Sydney Julius 2 - 1
Hoff, Sydney Sammy The-Seal 2 - 1
Hurd, B. T. Christmas Eve 1 - 3
Hurd, E. T. Come And Have Fun 1 - 3
Hurd, E, T. Hurry, Hurry 2 - 2
Hurd, E. T. No Funny Business 2 - 2
Hurd, E, T. Run* Run, Run 1 - 3
Hurd, E, T. Stop, Stop 2 - 1
Hurd, E, T. Last One Home Is A Green 2 - 1
Pig
Johnson, Crockett Harold’s Circus 2 - 1
Kaune, Merrlman My Own Little House 1 - 2
Keats, Ezra Jack A Snowy Day 1 - 3
Kelly, Frances The Contented Little Pussy 1 - 3
Cat
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GATES PRIMARY READING TEST
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)
Type PWR. Word Recognition
TYPE PWR
FORM 1
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS • TEACHERS COLLEGE • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
525 West I20th Street, New York 27, N. Y. Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gates
Write your name here















To the teacher: Detailed instructions for administering and scoring this test are given in the Manual (included in each test package).
Number correct Number wrong Raw score (correct minus Va wrong)
Number tried (possible 48) Reading grade Reading age
Be sure to signal STOP at the end of 15 minutes.
Printed in U.S.A.
7-61 i50M
bed bag keep sleds























































5 A play start











































GATES PRIMARY READING TEST
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)
Type PPR. Paragraph Reading
TYPE PPR
FORM 1
©BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS • TEACHERS COLLEGE • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY525 West 120th Street, New York 27, N. Y. Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gotet
Write your name here.
How old are you?
School
.When is your birthday?
Grade Date,
1
1. Put an X on the ball.
2. Put an X on the milk
bottle.
3. Draw a line under the little
book.
4. Draw a line from the pig
to the tree.
.■,..,■^..,,^3!:::.- in.....—
To the teacher: Detailed instructions for administering and scaring this test are given in the Manual (included in each test package).
Number tried (possible 26) Raw score (number of sentences correct).
Reading grade Reading age.




1. Put an X on the man.
5252.Put an X on the little 5.3.Draw a line under the
white dress.4.Draw a line under the dog
that is sleeping.
5. Put an X on one of the
kittens.
6. Put an X on the big dog
with the bone.
7. Put an X on the boat.
8. Draw a line under the dark
cloud in the sky.
9. Draw a line under the tiny
bear.
10. Put an X on the big ship
at sea.
11.Put an X on the dog which is
leaping through the hoop.
15.Here are some toys for children.
Draw a line under one toy that you
think most girls would like best.12.The father told the boy to put
his pony in the bam. Draw a line
from the pony to the bam.
dnu/m13.Here are three ways of writing
“dmm.” Draw a line under the one
you think is good writing.14.A teacher told the boy to jump
into the water for the ball. Draw a
line from the boy to the ball.
16.One of these three things can
take you to camp. Draw a line
under it.17.What would a little boy put on
to go sledding? Put an X on what the
little boy would put on.
18. These boys are at their school
picnic. They are running a race. Draw
a line around the one who is leading
in the race now.
19. The campers are gathering wood.
They will cook their first meal in the
woods. Each night a different boy
lights the fire. Draw a line under the
boy who is lighting the fire.
20. It is another rainy day. The
children are going to school. They
came in the school bus. They have
umbrellas and rubber boots. Put an X
on the place they are going.
21. Our house needs to be painted.
My father will paint it himself in
September. Make an X on the store
to which he would go to buy paint.
23.“Put your bicycle in the garage,”
said Father to the boy. Draw a line
from the bicycle to the place where
the bicycle may be put.24.The guard told the children they
must not go into the water when it
was rough. It would not be safe. They
could go swimming when it was
smooth. Make an X on the picture of
the water they must not go in.25.This boy was very happy. He
had saved a dollar to buy his mother
a plant for her birthday. He found a
store where they sold plants. Find
the thing the boy had saved and
mark it with an X.
Itt
1 1 9
22. A child was told to hang his coat
on the hook between the windows.
Look for the place where his coat
should hang, and put an X on it.
26.The children had saved their
pennies to build a doghouse for their
puppy. While in the store, they saw
some bright collars. They bought a
collar instead. Draw a line under the
thing the children bought.
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Summary Check List of Difficulties
From an analysis of the pupil’s oral reading per¬
formance, complete the check list below.
Many substitutions
Habitual mispronunciations
Many words pronounced by examiner






























































♦Do not count “ceiling” paragraph or paragraphs below “basal.”
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1* I see a boy.
He has a dog.
Here is a girl.
I see a cat, too.
The man is Father.
Mother m in the house.
time Seconds
_1. What animal is the boy plasdng with?
.2. What other animal is there?
__3. Who is the man?
^4. Where is Mother?
_5. Whom else do you see?
NUMBER RIGHT
The girl is in the yard.
The girl has a big ball.
The boy is back of the girl.
He is playing with his dog.
The cat looks at the girl.
He wants to play ball, too.
The girl does not see the cat.
She is looking at the ball.
TIME Seconds
—1. Where is the girl?
2. What does the girl have?
3. What is the boy doing?
4. What does the cat want?






















• Every morning Father goes to his office by train. He
usually leaves the house about eight o’clock. In rainy weather
Mother drives him to the station. When the train reaches the
city at eight forty-five. Father goes to the general offices of his
company. An elevator carries him to the eleventh fioor.
His important position takes hours of extra time, and many
evenings he doesn’t arrive home until late. Bob and Jane are
disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists
them with their lessons. Then, too, if there is time after
dinner for games, he often plays with them before they b^;in
to study.
TIME Seconds
1. What time does Father leave the house in the morning?
2. What does Mother do for Father when it is raining?
__3. On what floor is Father’s office?
._4. How does Father help Bob and Jane when he is home
evenings?
5. When does Father play games with them?
NUMBER RIGHT
0» Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a
vacation sometime during the summer. When the weather
becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany
their parents to the seaside. In order to reach their destina¬
tion on the shore, they are obliged to travel over a mountain
range. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first
day, they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains.
The exciting but lengthy trip requires two full days. While
at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing
in the surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. Summer vacations
help Bob and Jane keep healthy.
TIME Seconds
1. What does almost every city family do in summer?
2. What month do Bob and Jane usually go to the seashore
with their parents?
3. What must they do to reach the shore?
4,. How long is their trip?























3« The name of the boy is Bob.
The name of his sister is Jane.
They live with their parents
in a white house near the city.
They are playing on the walk.
The dog and cat are their pets.
After Father has gone to work,
the children will leave for school.
TIME Seconds
1. What is the boy’s name?
2. What is his sister’s name?
3. Where is their house?
^4. What are their pets?
6. When will the children leave for school?
NUMBER RIGHT
Gilmore Oral Reading-A
4» Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. She
begins the housework soon after he leaves. Bob and Jane
help her before they go to school. They dry the dishes and
clean their own rooms. After Mother has finished the work
indoors, she goes out to her pretty flower garden. She tends
it nearly every day for about an hour. Mother does all her
work with great care.
TIME Seconds
_1. What does Mother do as Father is leaving?
2. What does Mother do after Father has gone?
__3. When do Bob and Jane help Mother?
,_4. Where does Mother go after she has finished the work
indoors?






















• After their restful and refreshing vacation is over. Bob
and Jane feel quite adequately prepared for school. When
they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over¬
joyed to play with their pets once again. Their parents are
delighted to see them tanned and healthy. School opens
within a few weeks after they return home, and during August
their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equip¬
ment which they will need later. Each year the beginning of
school in early September brings a stimulating program of
very challenging studies. Bob’s favorite subject will un¬
doubtedly be sixth-grade science, while Jane, entering the
fourth grade, will enjoy reading. In addition to schoolwork,
both will take music lessons. Jane studies the violin, but
Bob prefers the trumpet.
TIME Seconds
1. What do Bob and Jane play with when they return from
their vacation?
2. In what month does their mother help them buy their
clothing and school equipment?
3. What grade will Bob be in?
^4. What subject will Jane like?
6. What musical instrument does Bob play?
NUMBER BIGHT
O. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans
for the future education of their children. Bob and Jane.
They realize that several factors are going to play a part in
the ultimate selection of their careers. First of all, the children
must be physically and mentally equipped for the professions
of their choice. The financial cost of the necessary training
program must also be considered, while a third factor is the
attitude of relatives and friends. Obviously, Bob and Jane
are not yet able to make a final choice. Parents often enter¬
tain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father
hope that Bob and Jane will enter some branch of medicine.
'They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is
fascinated by aviation. Although Jane has always aspired
to be a kindergarten teacher, her family thinks that she is
ideally suited for the nursing profession.
TIME Seconds
1. What are Mother and Father planning for?
2. What profession do they hope Bob and Jane will choose?
3. What branch of this profession would they like Bob to
enter?
^4. What interests Bob at the present time?























V. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually
comply with their parents’ wishes in choosing medicine as
their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their
interests may later turn more in the direction of an intensive
study of the human mind. One day, while discussing with
their science instructor the differences between human beings
and animals, they discovered that human mentality differs
chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially preoccupied
with symbols. They realized, for the first time, that they
themselves were employing symbols. They learned that a
symbol is a sign or word which refers to something, such as an
object, a person, or a concept, and that nearly all knowledge
is a product of symbolic expression. They discovered that
symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music;
and they learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem of
patriotism. Thus, Bob and Jane are beginning to realize that
the mind of man, which deals pre-eminently with these sym¬
bols, is a significant study in itself. They recognize the truth
inherent in the adage, “ The proper study of mankind is man.”
TIME Seconds
- 1- What study may later become of absorbing interest to<
Bob and Jane?
_2. With whom were Bob and Jane talking when they wer»
comparing human beings and animals?
How does the human mind differ from that of an animal?'
_4. What emblem signifies love of country?













lU. When Bob and Jane study psychology in collie, they
will further penetrate the intricacies of the human mind.
Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely inter¬
related, they will discover that virtually all problems which
cause disturbance to an individual are associated in some d^ee
■with his emotional life. A person’s “emotional adjustment”
not only affects his own happiness and equilibrium, but also
has a profound influence on his associates; thus it is axiomatic
that emotions are a fimdamental consideration in all human
relationships. Psychology has proved conclusively that har¬
mony or discord among persons, far from occurring fortui¬
tously, can be explained by the same principle of cause and
effect which operates in other fields of science. There appear
to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic
in character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in
which we live. Scholars in various areas of study, among
whom we find anthropologists, sociologists, and statisticians,
have joined the psychologist in assiduous investigations in
this complex field. The problems of human relations which
confront our present-day society are both baflSing and chal¬
lenging; as intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to
their tiltimate solution by trying conscientiously to imderstand
our own behavior. Such injvmctions as “Don’t take yourself
too seriously” have in the past been fashionable attempts at
disposing of personal problems. However, they are little
more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes
of behavior; in light of current psychology they may in fact
be considered anachronistic.
TIME ___«__Seconds
-1- In what college course will Bob and Jane study about
the mind?
2. What factor affects the happiness of eve^ individual?
__3. According tomodem psychology, what scientific principle
explains relationships among people?
^4. Name one field besides psychology in which scholars are
studying the problems of human relations.
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Summary Check List of Difficulties
From an analysis of the pupil’s oral reading per¬
formance, complete the check list below.
Many substitutions
Habitual mispronunciations
Many words pronounced by examiner
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Gilmore Oral Beading-B
a I see two boys.
Here is a man.
I can see Mother.
She looks at the boys.
They look at the toys.
I see a flower.
TIME Seconds
1. How many boys are there?
—2. What is Mother doing?
—3. What are the boys doing?
—4. What other person do you see?
—5. What do you see that grows?
NUMBER BIGHT
' 2 • Look at the big roonu
The room has some toys.
The boys are in the room.
They play on the floor.
The man is in the big chair.
He is looking at the two boys.
Mother is sitting in a chair, too.
They all like the pretty room.
TIME Seconds
1. Is the room little or big?
2. Where are the boys playing?
3. Where is the man?
4. What is the man doing?






















da On Saturday the two boys do things they enjoy. For
them this is the nicest day of the week. Sometimes they help
with different household duties. In warm weathei Tom and
Father mow the lawn. If Mother is especially biuy cooking
for Sunday, Ned is glad to run eirands for her bdfore lunch.
The family does not always spend the day working. In sum¬
mer they often visit a lake near the city, where they spend
happy hours swimming and boating. In winter; the boys
sometimes attend a movie; or, in freezing weather, they skate
with their parents. The family takes real pleasure in Satur¬
day activities.
TIME Seconds
1. What is the most pleasant day of the week for the boys?
2. What do Tom and Father do on Saturdays in warm
weather? i
3. What does Ned do for Mother?
4. Where does the family go in summer?
5. What do the boys do with their parents in the winter?
NUMBER BIGHT
O* The month of August brings a treat for Tom and Ned.
Their uncle and aunt own a prosperous dairy farm which is
situated about one hundred miles from the city. They usually
invite their nephews for a two weeks’ visit. Farm life is
crowded with excitement for the two boys. Shortly after
sunrise they are already out in the bam, where they Observe
the fascinating process of milking. After breakfast, they
generally go out to the hayfleld. Occasionally, they help
their pretty Cousin Anne when she searches the pasture
thoroughly for blueberries. To Tom and Ned country life
is so very attractive that at present they think they will be¬
come farmers.
TIME Seconds
1. In what month do Tom and Ned go to visit their uncle
and aunt?
2. How far is their tmcle’s farm from the city?
3. How long does their visit usually last?
4. Where do they go after breakfast?























0» Tom is almost ten years old.
His brother’s name is Ned.
Tom is in the fourth grade.
Ned is in the second grade.
Both boys like to go to school.
They are also fond of playing ball.
When Mother and Father have time,
they aid them with their studies.
TIME Seconds
1. How old is Tom?
2. What is his brother’s name?
3. What grade is Tom in?
4. What grade is his brother in?
5. What do Mother and Father do when they have time?
NUMBER RIGHT
GilmoreOral Readiog-B
4» Tom and Ned live near a large city park. They often
visit it with their playmate. In the park are many shady
maple trees. There is a pleasant picnic groimd on the hill,
and the valley below has a pretty little pond. The girls
always enjoy watching the boys while they sail their tiny
boats in the water. Mother and Father enjoy picnics in the
park.
TIM E Seconds
1. What kind of trees grow in the park?
2. Where is the picnic ground?
3. What is in the valley?
4. What do tho boys do at the pond?






















/ • The average boy often likes to work with his hands. At
school, besides studying regular classroom subjects, Tom and
Ned are developing certain skills in woodwork. 'They are
learning to use various carpenter’s tools; they are taught to
paint their products attractively. In order to encourage and
foster this interest and skill. Father has built them a little
workshop in the basement. There they spend hours of their
leisure time tinkering. Tom has already constructed a pic¬
turesque birdhouse, and later he hopes to make his mother
a bookcase. Although Ned is still too young to handle many
tools, he has nevertheless learned to use a light hammer.
Father is helping him build a little footstool. Their parents
realize that hobbies are valuable throughout life.
TIM E Seconds
—1. Where has Father built the workshop for the boys?
2. What has Tom already built?
3. What is Tom planning to make for his mother?
4. What tool has Ned learned to use?
5. What is Father helping Ned to build?
Q. For a great many months Father had promised Tom and
Ned that they could accompany him on his next airplane trip.
When the day eventually arrived, their excitement was bound¬
less. As Mother drove them to the airport, they asked endless
questions which were largely too technical for their parents to
answer. While waiting at the field for their passenger plane to
arrive, they watched with interest the activities of other air¬
craft. Their hearts quickened as they scrambled aboard the
plane. A few moments later, when the heavy craft wobbled
slightly, they realized that they were off the ground. Un¬
fortunately, the huge wing obstructed the view of familiar
landmarks below. They traveled in luxurious comfort; the
airline’s personnel were consistently courteous. The trip
seemed incredibly short. Tom and Ned decided afterward
that they would always travel by air. No thrill is comparable
to that of your initial airplane trip.
TIM E Seconds
1. Who drove the boys and their father to the airport?
2. When did they watch the activities of other aircraft?
3. How did they know that their plane had left the ground?
4. What kept them from seeing familiar landmarks below?

























Tom and Ned are living in a constantly changing world.
The complex society which surrounds them is never static.
All its phases—whether political, economic, scientific, or
artistic— are ever shifting. Science, most powerful of all
influences on contemporary life, is daily producing new ma¬
chines, more rapid communications, and improved mod^ of
transportation, which are making nations of the world more
closely interdependent and are constantly creating new prob¬
lems for mankind. As they become adults, the boys will face
a world profoimdly different from the present one. They
are now preparing for citizenship in it; an important part of
this preparation is a basic education. Knowledge of history,
for example, should enable them to judge contemporary events
in light of the past, while mathematics will help them develop
logical thought habits. They will need some familiarity with
different languages and cultures, for as world citizens they
must be alert to the problems confronting their own country
and also its neighbors. Equipped, in addition, with vocational
training, Tom and Ned will make valid contributions not
only to their immediate conununities but also to society as a
whole.
TIMB__Seconds
—1. In what kind of world are Tom and Ned living?
_2. What is one of the most powerful influences on modem
life?
8. What knowledge will later help Tom and Ned judge the
present?
4. What subject will help them develop logical thought
habits?













10. Building on an interest first stimulated in high school,
Tom and Ned will strive throughout adulthood to serve as
responsible participants in a world citizenry. To develop
and sustain an awareness of the world’s multitudinous prob¬
lems requires both training and unremitting effort on the
part of every individual; it cdls for use of all our educational
facilities. Formal institutions of learning naturally lead in
the task of laying the foundations of good citizenship; interest
in world affairs is normally encouraged in secondary school
through the department of social studies. The college curricu-
liun provides opportunities for the extension and deepening of
this interest by giving students a historical perspective; a broad
view of the humanities; a knowledge of psychology; and es¬
pecially, a sound understanding of political science. Such a
program concerns itself both with the etiology of pastworld con¬
flicts and with circumstances which have given rise to present
ideologies. Once graduated from secondary school or college,
the individual must not relinquish his interest in world affairs
though he is necessarily preoccupied with earning a livelihood.
Informal adult educational programs offer him opportunities
by which he can remain cognizant of current issu^. He may
attend excellent forums and panel discussions devoted to clari¬
fication of differing viewpoints and to formulation of construc¬
tive programs aimed at promoting world peace; he may remaip
in close touch with daily news developments through such
media as radio and television. But most important of all his
educational opportunities is the selective reading program
which he should follow concomitantly with all these other
activities.
TIME Seconds
1. What type of institution lays the foundations of good
citizenship?
._2. At what Vocational level is a student’s interest in world
affairs usually first fostered?
3. Name one college course that will further encourage an
interest in world affairs.
^4. What kind of educational programs will be available to
the student after graduation?
5. What is the most important activity in which one can













GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TEST
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3
Type AWR. Word Recognition
TYPE AWR
FORM 1
f BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS • TEACHERS COLLEGE • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY525 Wm» 120th Street, New York 27, N. Y. Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gate>
Write your name here




To Iho toochor: Detoilod inttnictiene for adminUtoring and ecoring Ihl* tost oro given in the Monwot (included in each test package).
Number correct Number wrong Raw score (correct minus H wrong)
Number tried (possible 48) Reading grade Reading age









































































































































GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TEST
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3
Type APR. Paragraph Reading
f4?l bureau of publications • TEACHERS COLLEGE • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
v^£/ 525 West 120th Street, New York 27, N. Y. Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gates
TYPE APR
FORM 2
Write your name here
How old are you? .When is your birthday?
School Grade Date.
1. Put an X on the ball. 3. Draw a line under the little
book.
2. Draw a line around the milk
bottle.
4. Draw a line from the pig to
the tree. Put an X on the bird.
^ To the teacher; Detailed instructions for administering and scoring this test are given in the Manual (included in each test package).
Number tried (possible 32) Row score (number of sentences correct)
r Reading grade. Reading age
Be sure to signal STOP at the end of 25 minutes.
Printed in U.S.A.
1.Put an X on the pillow that is
lying on the beach under the big
umbrella.
'5. We sailed into the harbor just
as the sun was setting. What a
beautiful picture! The natives came
down to the beach to welcome us.
Draw a line from the sun to the boat.2.Birds live in trees. Fish live in
the water. Put an X on the place
where the fish live.
6.Tomorrow is my cousin’s second
birthday. She is going to have a
party. Draw a line from the baby to
the candles she will blow out.3.You need this key to open the
lock in that cabinet. Draw a line
from the key to the lock.4.Puppies like to tear things. Draw
a line from the puppy’s paw to the
slipper.
7.Everyone in the class went to the
beach in summer. They all like salt
water. Put an X on the picture of the
fine beach.8.Every night the rabbits came to
nibble our carrots and greens. Now
we keep a strong light shining, and
it frightens them away. Put an X
on what frightens them.
9.Every Saturday brother cuts the
grass and weeds grandpa’s rock
garden. Draw a line under what
brother uses when he cuts the grass.10.When we went fishing the scout
leader said he would give 250 to the
one who caught the biggest fish.
Draw a line under the boy who has
the biggest fish.11.The Plains Indians hunted and
fished and also gathered nuts for
food. Some of them lived in tepees.
Draw a line from the tepee to the
Indian who has been hunting.12.Here are seven nickels. Five of
them will make a quarter. Draw a
line around enough nickels to make
one quarter.
13. This is the den. Father bought
the maple furniture and radio.
Mother made curtains and the covers
for the chairs. Draw a line around
one thing that Mother made.14.You cannot enter the village from
the north in winter because deep
snow blocks the road. But the southern
road is open all year round. Put an
X on the road that is open all year.15.My daughter is making a
collection of shells, and my son is
collecting little rocks. I had a stamp
collection when I was in high school.
Draw a line under my son’s collection.
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\7 616.When my mother, father, and I
go to the seashore, we take the bus at
nine o’clock and arrive at the hotel
at eleven. Lunch is served at twelve.
Draw a line under the clock which
tells what time we arrive at the hotel.
17.Mesa Verde is an area in southwestern
Colorado where the cliff dwellers lived 700
years ago. Originally coming from Asia,
these people planted com and beans and
himted deer and rabbits for their food. Draw
a line aroimd two of the cliff dwellers. Put
an X on something they hunted.18.One of the most beneficial inhabitants
of the forest is the woodpecker. With its feet,
consisting of two toes in front and two
behind, it is able to grip the bark of a tree
firmly, and with its long bill it can drill
into the bark for insects, which are its food.
Draw a line under its unusual feet. Put an X19.Grand Coulee Dam is in the state of
Washington, across the Columbia River. It is
a mighty project to obtain power for the
surroimdmg coimtry and to frrigate the land.
Draw a line around it. Put an X on the
Coliunbia River.
21.Com is the basis of the diet among the
natives of Mexico. It is frequently made into
a pancake, or tortilla, and baked on a stone
which has been heated in an open fire. Some¬
times bits of meat are rolled in the tortilla.
Put an X on the one the boy is eating. Draw
two lines under the native who is serving.22.When all the passengers were ^ated,
the bus driver announced over the loud¬
speaker that all the windows must remain
closed for jthe air conditioning to be effective,
and that smoking was not permitted. Put an
X on the one who made the announcement
and draw a line aroimd one of the things
that must remain closed. >
V
1 2 3 4 523.Since the moon controls the tide, when
the moon passes ovei the ocean the water
rises and we have a high tide. Every day
there are two high tides and two low tides.
Draw a line around what controls the tide,
and mark an X on how many high tides there
are in a day.
Theodore
Roosevelt




One Term20.Theodore Roosevelt was our twenty-
sixth President. He served for two terms.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was our thirty-
second President. He served more than three
terms. Draw a line from Theodcae Roosevelt
to the number of terms he served. Put an X







NEW, YORK24.While I was in London, the tailor
took the measurements for my riding
suit, which he made of brown wool
tweed. In Scotland I purchased Ifre^boots,
which are of very fine leather. Draw a
fine from the article of leather tq the
place where it was purchased. Mark an
X on what was made in London.
1 n.Jti jjn.oj.v_ oivoxxx w v^xxx^ x xjo x . xmxv x x.
Name. Date.
1. by at a it
2. in I be big
3. did good do go
4. all are any an
5. had have him drink
6. its is into if
7. ask may as am
8. many cut keep know
9. does goes going and
10. has he his far
11. but jump just^ buy
12. black kind blue find
13. fast first ate eat
14. help hot both hold
15. brown grow bring green
16. four every found eight
17. from make for made
18. around funny always because
19. long let little look
20. away again after about
21. cold can could clean
22. full fall five fly
23. before best better been
24. live like laugh light
25. her here how hurt
26. down done draw don’t
27. give get gave got
28. came carry call come
lilt:, pJLVJjn 1 w^>^J^JLy i jc;l> jl . xr^iirv i z,.
Name. Date.
1
1. sit me to1 the
2. not of we so
3. red too seven walk
4. six start show stop
5. put round right pull
6. no on or old
7. yellow you your yes
8. please pick play pretty
9. take ten they today
10. my much must together
11. own uilder off over
12. out new now our
13. open one only once
14. try myself never two
15. us up upon use
16. with white was wash
17. shall she sleep small
18. who write would why
19. some very sing * soon
20. wish well work will
21. ran read run ride
22. then tell their them
23. see saw say said
24. that there these three
25. when which where what
26. thank those this think
27. want went were warm
